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p.4. Theorem 1.1.3 	p. 	1, c > 0. 
p.4. Line 2 up : a 0= 0. 
Chapter 2 
Theorem 2.0.3. cp is increasing. 
Line 8 up : Cmn is as in (i). 
p.23. Line 6 up 	(O MI S ). 
p.26. Line 7 : using (b) above. 
p.29. Line 12 : for sufficiently large R. 
p.38. Last line : by the choice of q 1 . 
p.47. Proof, line 5 : 32m + 15 and 32m + 17, not 32m - 1 and 
32m + 1. 
Chapter 3. 
Definition of R : Factor of h (z) 2 missing. 
Top 	Define p.' as in Proposition 3.1.7 (P. 64) 
p.59. Line 3 up : g. is defined on some strip. 
Bottom : Include in the choice of 6, 
6 < 2_(5k+2)(k + 1)s C 0 1 , and 6 < 2 8C0 . 
p.62. Line 3 up : Since a is chosen to be small and certainly 
less than 1 9 . 
p.71. Line 4 up 	T 
m+1 
 is estimated in the same sort of way as 
before. 
Chapter 4. 
p.77. Most existing theory is to be found in Lanford, definition 
of rotation number can be found in any standard text. 
p.80. Line 8 : for p = 1. 
p.82. Line 4 up : v is the previous value of w. 
p.89. Proof line 1 : remove reference to (4.7). 
p.97. Line 9 : C  is a positive constant. 
p.108. Table 1 : A heading referring to the fact that it consists 
of the endpoints and lengths of the intervals. 
p.115. SCALE is the fraction of R used. 
Chapter 5. 
p.132 - 133. The two sets of data are (a) top line : results for 
J = 0, (b) second line : results for J > 0. 
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Abstract 
The thesis is divided into two parts which are not directly 
linked. 
Part 1 deals with fixed points of mappings of the plane. In 
Chapter 1, we review some of the theory of fixed points of 	 - 
analytic functions, in particular the Siegel Centre Theorem [Si] 
and related ideas. 
In Chapter 2, we consider C- functions of two real 
variables. Firstly, we consider such a function f with £ (0) = 0 
00 	
rn-n 	 2iva 




either conjugate f to a function g of the form Aze k 
Z 	
+ 
0 (1z1'') for some k > 1, with b k * 0 ; whence we use the K.A.M. 
theory to investigate stability, via the existence of invariant 
curves ; or to one of the form Az + o (Izi'), for all 1 	2. 
Throughout the remainder of the chapter we consider the latter. 
We construct examples of a g, where the origin is unstable for g 
and g 
1,  when a is rational and when a is well - approximated by 
rationals. We then prove, by example, a result giving the same 
conclusion for an a satisfying no Diophantine condition. 
In Chapter 3, we consider the case where a satisfies a 
Diophantine condition, and in the case where the image of the 0 
variable has no small perturbation, give a result regarding the 
stability of the origin. 
vi 
Part 2 deals with the "likelihood" of the existence of 
periodic orbits of one and two - dimensional standard maps, and 
of a variant of the one - dimensional case. 
In Chapter 4, we are interested in the existence of phase - 
locking [La] for the mapping 
K,Q ) E 	 219 
= x + cz + 	+ 	+ sin 2x) 1 . 
We evaluate the length of phase - locked intervals at the 
critical value X of this map theoretically, for small c. We 
evaluate numerically the lengths of such intervals in this 
critical case for different c. We compare our results with those 
for the standard map. 
In Chapter 5 we study a two - dimensional standard map. We 
study phase - locking and compare our results with those for the 
one - dimensional case. 
1 
Part 1 	Dynamics of mappings of the plane. 
Chapter 1 : Introduction : Stability of fixed points of analytic 
functions. 
1.0 Introductory remarks. 
In this chapter we review some of the existing theory on the 
stability of fixed points of analytic functions. 
As our starting point, we review the Siegel Centre Theorem 
[Si] and quote an improvement of this theorem with a different 
number theoretical condition. This latter theorem is due to 
Brjuno [Br]. The latest development is due to Yoccoz [Yo] who 
states that this number theoretical condition is in fact the best 
possible. 
We begin by defining precisely what we mean by stability. 
Throughout we shall assume that our fixed point is at the origin 
of our coordinate system - if it were not then we make a linear 
change of coordinates to ensure that it becomes so. 
1.0.1 Definition 
Let £ : N C R n -* R 
n be a mapping such that f (0) = 0. f is 
said to be (forward) stable at 0 if for every neighbourhood U in 
N containing 0, there exists a neighbourhood V in U such that its 
images fk(V)  are contained in U for all positive integers k. 
2 
Note 1 : For the purposes of this chapter, f will be an analytic 
function. 
We shall also need the following definition. 
1.0.2 Definition 
Let f and g be as in (1.0.1). Then we say that f is conjugate 
to g, if there exists a homeomorphism p, in a neighbourhood of 
zero, with p (0) = 0 such that 
f 0 cp (z) = 	0 g (z). 
If f and g are conjugate, then we know that they have the 
same stability properties. 
3 
1.1 Stability of fixed points of analytic functions. 
We now suppose that f is an analytic function of one complex 
variable z such that f (0) = 0. Therefore, we can write f, in a 
neighbourhood of the origin as follows, 
OD 
f (z) = Az +Eaznl 	 (1.0) 
where A a are elements of C. 
n 
We make the following definition. 
1.1.1 Definition 
Let £ be as in (1.0). Then, the functional equation for 
£ 0 p ( z) = tp (Az) 
is called the Schroder Functional Equation (hereafter referred to 
as S.F.E.). 
We have the following proposition. 
1.1.2 Proposition (Siegel [Si]) 
- 	 1aiL 	4 	0 4- f 	i.-, cu.J 	cLj 
there is an analytic solution 	p of S.F.E. (in a neighbourhood of 
the origin) of the form 
00 
n 





We now suppose that A is not a root of unity and state the 
so - called Siegel Centre Theorem. 
1.1.3 Theorem (Siegel [Si]) 
2iia 
Let f be as in (1.0) and let A = e 	, where a is irrational 
and satisfies the inequality 
'a - m —I > cn, for m, n € Z with 
(m, n) = 1, n > 1, and c, 	dependent only on a. 
Then S.F.E. has a convergent solution 	(in a neighbourhood 
of 0) of the form (1.1) (and consequently 0 is stable for f). 
There are (at least) two different methods of proof. These can be 
found in [Si] and [SM] respectively. 
A similar theorem has been proved by Brjuno [Br]. Before 
stating it we need the following lemma which can be found in, for 
example, Hua [Itu] page 250. 
1.1.4 Lemma 
pn 
Let a be irrational with 0 < a < 1 and let - be the 
q 
convergents of the unique (simple) continued fraction expansion 
of a, 
[0 ; a 1 , a2 . ....... ]. Then, 
p 0 = 0, p 1 = a 0 a 
 1 + 1 
q 0 = 1, q 1 = a 1 and for n > 2, 
p= ap+ p n-2 
q=aq + 
n 	n n-i q_2. 
Now we state the theorem. 
1.1.5 Theorem [Br] 
Let f be as above and A = e 
2iticx




E in q 	is finite. 
k=O 
Then, there exists cp, which is analytic in a neighbourhood of 
the origin, of the form (1.1), solving S.F.E. in a neighbourhood 
of 0. 
We note in passing the following easily verifiable fact. 
1.1.6 Lemma 
Let a be as in (1.1.4). Then the condition in (1.1.5) is 
equivalent to the following : There exists an increasing function 
00
k 	k 
g such that E 2 in (g (2 )) is finite, such that, for each n, 
k=i 
n IA - 11-1 
 c g (n). 
We can see that'this hypothesis can be replaced with the 
following : There exists an increasing function h, which depends 
6 
on g above, such that la - 	> h 	for all positive 
integers n, and all integers m. 
Therefore, in fact, the result of Brjuno is an improvement to 
the Siegel Centre Theorem. 
Note 2 : A recent development due to Yoccoz [Yo] states that, in 
fact, this is the "best possible" number theoretical condition on 
a, i.e. if this condition does not hold, then there exists such 
an f with no convergent solution p of the form (1.1) satisfying 
S.F.E. . 
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Chapter 2 : Stability of fixed points of C- functions. 
2.0 Introduction. 
In this chapter we consider 	functions of two real 
variables x and y which have a fixed point at the origin. (Again 
we can assume this after a linear change of coordinates if 
necessary.) 
Before stating the first main result of the section, we 
review some of the celebrated Xolmogorov - Arnol'd - Moser 
(K.A.M.) theory. This can be found in Siegel and Moser [SM]. We 
begin with some basic definitions. 
2.0.1 Definition 







if If (z) - E a z
rn n 





f(z) 	E a zz. mn m+n= 1 
It is known (see for example [Ha] pp.  256 -261) that each 
function has such an asymptotic expansion, and conversely, 
given a formal series expansion, there exists a Cco_  function 
I 
whose asymptotic expansion it is. 
We shall consider the case where 
00 
f (z) ' Az + E az'' 1 , 	 ( 2.0) 
m+n=2 
where A E C. 
We shall also need the following definition. 
2.0.2 Definition 
Let (9, r) denote the usual plane polar coordinates. Consider 
the mapping p. given by 
p. (0, r) = (9 + p (r), r), 
which maps the annulus A 	0 < a 0 4 r < b 0 into itself. 
We assume further that the mapping 	is strictly monotonic 
(increasing or decreasing) and is C 0.0  
We refer to p as a twist mapping. 
Note 3 : The mapping [i leaves each circle centred at the origin 
invariant but rotates each point through an angle (r) - hence 
the term "twist". 
Consider a mapping M given by 
M (9, r) = (9 + cp (r) + F (9, r), r + G (9, r)), 	(2.1) 
a C00- perturbation of p., which is in some sense "small". We 
suppose further that F and G are 27 - periodic in 0. 
We now make the crucial assumption. Let r = ifr (9) be a smooth 
closed curve in A, which is close to a circle r = constant, and 
9 
whose first and second derivatives are also small, surrounding 
the inner circle of A. We insist that it is intersected at some 
point by its image under M, also a smooth closed curve. We shall 
refer to this as the intersection properly. 
2.0.3 Theorem [Ru] 
Let M be as in (2.1). 
Suppose further that 
IF (0, r)I + IG (0, r) 
0 5F051 	0 51 	05G 
+ I-.I + I-RI + 
Or 	00 Or 	09 
-1 
and, K 	c' (r) < K, 
	
6, 	 (2.2) 
+ d 	K, 	 (2.3), 
dr 5 
(2.4), 
for constants 6 > 0 and K > 1. 
Finally suppose that y E (0 )  1) is small enough to ensure 
that cp (a 0 ) + y 	(r) < cp (b0) - y, and, 
-5 
(r)k - 21.I > 7k 4f  or all positive integers t, and for 
all k E Z. (This is possible for 7 < 7 0 (b 0- a0) k) sufficiently 
small.) 
Then, there exists 6> 0 such that for 6 < 60 as above, for 
each solution r = r 0 of the above inequalities, there exists a 
closed curve in the annulus A, invariant under M. 
2.1 Statement and Proof of our Main Result. 
2.1.1 Theorem 
Let f be a C- function satisfying (2.0) and suppose that 
AL = 1 with 	1 for k = 0, 1, 2 ....... 
Then, either (i) the equation 






Aze k + 0 zI ) has a solution p 
satisfying 
k+1 
(p (z) = z + E c mn zrn-n z 	for some k > 1, 	(2.5) 
m+n=2 
and b k E C \ {0} ; or, 
(ii) the equation 
	
° f 0 p ( z) 	Az 	 (2.6) 
has a CW solution satisfying 
00 
-n 
(p (z) ' z + 	C mn 
Z
rn 
Z 	 (2.7) 
m+n=2 
where c = 0 when m = n + 1. 
mn 
In case (i) the origin is either 
a stable fixed point of f, or, 
a stable fixed point of f 1 (or both). 
Proof 
(i) We shall actually prove an equivalent form to (2.5) i.e. 
-1  
(p 	° f ° (p (z) = Az + a k 
 z k+1—k 	2k+2 
z + 0 (IzI 	), 
where bk=  k. 
10 
11 
[These two are equivalent as follows 
	
k+l—k 	2k+2 
Az+akz 	z+O  (Izi 	) 
= Az(l + k z 1 ) + 0 (IzI2k+2) 
2k 
= Az(l + bk lzl 	) + 0 (1z1) 
2k 
2k+2 	 2k = AzebklhI + 0 (IzI 	), since 1 + bklzl 	comprises the 
2k 
first two terms of the Taylor series of ebkI and all the 
remaining terms are of higher order.] 
Firstly, we consider the case k = 1 and the equation 
f ° cp (z) = p (),z + a 1 z 2 + 0 (1z14)), for some a 1  E C. 
Substituting formally with f satisfying (2.0) and 	satisfying 
(2.7) we have after rearranging, 
3 	 3 
rn—n 	 2_m_l_+_-2 n 
mn 	 mn 
c (Az + a 1 z z) (A 	a1z z) = 
m+n=2 m+n=2 
3 3 	 3 - 	 k—em— 	- —ken 	 4 
a 
1 z
2 z E a mn 	kt 	 k 
(z + E c z z ) (z + E c 	z ) + 0 (z ). 
- 
m+n=2 k+.=2 k+=2 
We equate coefficients of z z (for k + t= 2, 3), and, 
because of the hypothesis on A, there is no problem in defining 
the coefficients c 
kt 
 in terms of the a. . and already determined 
until we try equating those of z
2— 
Z. 
This gives the following 
a 1 = 2a20 c 11 + 2a02 c 02 + a 11 (Z 11 + c 20 ) + a21 . 
So c 21 is arbitrary (so there is no question of uniqueness) 
and a 1 is defined in terms of known quantities. For definiteness 
we define c 21 = 0. 
We have two possibilities. Either a 1 4 0, in which case we 
have a solution of the required form, or a 1 = 0. 
In this latter case replace k = 1 with k = 2 and substitute 
12 
in the same manner as before. Our original term a 1 z 2 z is actually 
redundant and we determine a 2 in the same manner as before. 
We continue this analysis increasing k by one at each stage 
until we find k such that ak*  0. 
It is possible that in the way outlined above, ak=  0 for 
all k. In this situation we are in case (ii). 
(ii) In this situation we consider (2.6) and seek a solution 
satisfying (2.7). Substituting formally we have in the same kind 
00 
of way as before 	E (Am -n 
	mn rn—n 
- A)c z z = 
m+n=2 
Go 	 00 	
k—s. m - + 	
C zV)"Ck E a . 	 (2.8) (z + 	c 
m+n=2 	k+=2 k 
	z ) (z k+=2 mn 
On this occasion, the coefficients of 
zm+l—m  
z on each side of 
(2.8) are zero, for all m, by assumption. Hence, we can define in 
the same-way as in case (i) c m+l ,m= 0 for each m. 
So, we certainly have the existence of a formal power series 
solution of (2.6). We have already remarked that there exists a 
00 
function p with this power series as its asymptotic expansion 
[Ha]. Therefore the result follows. 
Note 5 	O f 0  p ( z) " Az implies that 
	
0 f 0 cp (z) = Az + o (zj), for all Z 	2. 
To complete the proof of the theorem we return to case (i). 
We define g (z) = Aze b k Iz' 
2k 
I + 0 (IzI2k+2). 
We transform to the standard plane polar coordinates 
13 
2nicx (9, r) and write A = e 	, where a is irrational. 
Therefore, 
2k iO 	i(2ita+8) b r 	2k+2 
	
g (re ) = re 	e k + 0 (r 	). 	(2.9) 
We are interested in the three cases Re (bk) 	0. 




iO 	i(27a+qr )Pk r 	2k+2 g (re ) = re 	 + 0 (r 	). 
Therefore, under g, a point z with Izi = r is mapped to a 
2k 
point w with jwj = re'k' + higher order terms in r. 
So, for sufficiently small initial r, these higher order 
2k 
terms are negligible compared to r(CPk 	- 1) thus ensuring that 
the image point is further away from the origin than the initial 
point. 
So, in this case the origin is a repelling fixed point of g 
(and hence of f) i.e. an attracting fixed point of f- 1. 
Therefore, the origin is stable for f- 1. 
Re (bk) < 0. Let bk= 	iq, where Pk> 
 O• 
In this case (2.9) becomes 
2k ) 	2k 
2k+2 g (re iO ) = re i(2 a+9+q k r e -p r k 	+ 0 (r 	). 
The opposite will happen to that in (A) and so, the origin is 
an attracting fixed point of g, and hence of f. 
So, the origin is stable for f. 
The situation is not nearly as simple in the dividing case. 
14 
(C) Re (bk) = 0. Let bk=  iq where q k#0. 
(2.9) becomes 
2k ) 




Given this, define the mapping M as follows 
M (9, r) = (8 + 2cr + qr2l(+ *1(8, r), r + *2(8, r)) 
where *i(0,  r) = 0 (r2k4), *2(8, r) = 0 (r2k+2),  as r - 0+. 
We can use the K.A.M. theorem (2.0.3) in this situation 
provided that we have the intersection property for annuli 
A: 0 < c < r < 2e (where c is small and positive). 
We begin by verifying the hypotheses of the theorem. 
We shall apply it on each occasion to the annulus 
A 	1 4 s < 2, where r = es. 
In the notation of the theorem, F (8, r) = *( e, r), 
G (0, r) = *2(8, r), and cp (r) = 2ita + qr 2k 
All we know about q is that it is non - zero. We shall 
assume for the moment that q k > 0 - we shall see later that q k < 0 
produces the same conclusions. 
So, on transforming to the variable s, we have the new 
mapping 
s -4 s + F 1 (8, s) 
8 - 8 + h (s) + G 1 (8, s), 
where F 1 (8, s) = £ *2(8, es), G 1 (8, s) = * 1 
 (0, es) and 
h (s) = p (es). 
So, h (s) = 	
2k 2k-1 
s 	, and therefore, 
2k 	 2k 2k-i 
he(s) < q k e 2 
So, we can certainly find 	1 to satisfy (2.4). 
15 
Further F 1 (6, s) = 0 (c 2k+l ), and G 1 (0, s) = 0 (c 
2k+1). 
 So, 
we can satisfy (2.2), for some small 6 > 0. 
We can also see that 
2k-5 h(s) = qe 2'2k(2k - 1)(2k - 2)(2k - 3)(2k - 4)s 
If k = 1 or 2, then this is is zero. Otherwise, we have 
lh 5 (s)l 4 qc2k22k - 1)(2k - 2)(2k - 3)(2k - 
4)2 2k_5 
Further, we recall that *1  and  *2  arise as functions of x and 
y, which are e and therefore whose derivatives are all bounded 
on some neighbourhood [0, ] x [0, ], say, where X is a small 
positive constant. We shall assume throughout that c < 
	
Therefore, the fifth derivatives of 	and *2  with respect to 6 
and r are bounded as follows. 
Let it 1(x, y) = *1(0, r) and W2 (x, y) = *2(0, r). 
We have that, 
max (----1 , I-2 I) 	L 1 , and, 
Or 	Or 
L2 r, where L 1 and L 2 are positive (I — max 	lI, 
00 	06 
constants. 
Therefore, we have that 
1 0 5 F 11 
 5 
as 
5 5 F 
—5 11 2L 2 , 
ae 
05G 1 	5 11 L1c5 , 	and, 
as 
0 5G 
—5 11 2L 	e. 2 
ae 
So, we can certainly satisfy (2.3) with a constant K 2 1. 
16 
Putting K = max (K 1 , K 2 ), we see that we have verified the 
hypotheses of the theorem. 
Replacing 0 by -8, we can see that the same can be checked 
for q k < 0. 
Note 6 	The fact that the factor 2 has been chosen is arbitrary 
- any positive constant will do. The point is that the annuli 
cannot have boundary circles arbitrarily close together 
(as a result of (2.0.3)). 
It is clear that the intersection property need not 
hold (cf. the area preserving case) there being three 
possibilities 
The intersection property holds, 
There exists (a) a closed curve 
whose image is inside r 1 , or, 
(b) a closed curve F 21 
whose image is outside r 2 . 
Note 7 : 2 (a) and 2 (b) are not exclusive. 
So, topologically, we have three possible situations 
There are infinitely many arbitrarily small annuli A for 
which (1) holds, 
There exist arbitrarily small such annuli for 
which 2 (a) holds, or, 
17 
(III) There exist arbitrarily small such annuli for 
which 2 (b) holds. 
(II) and (III) are not exclusive as before. 
In this situation, we can use the K.A.M. theorem (2.0.3) 
to give that for infinitely many arbitrarily small annuli A, 
there exist smooth curves invariant under M, which are closed and 
surround the origin. 
Therefore, the regions bounded by these curves also remain 
invariant under M, and so the origin is stable for f. 
In this situation, by the same sort of reasoning as 
in (I), M maps the interior of 
I'I 
 inside the interior of the 
image curve. Therefore, as this is true for arbitrarily small 
annuli A C5 we have that the origin is stable for f. 
The above argument holds with the obvious modifications 
and so we have that the origin is stable for f- 1. 
If (II) and (III) are true simultaneously, then we have, 
since they are true for arbitrarily small annuli, stability for 
both f and f- 1 
Hence the theorem is proved. 
It would be desirable if such a theorem were true for real 
analytic functions. 
We leave the following as an open question. 
18 
2.1.2 Question 
Let f be a real analytic function of the form 
OD 
rn—n 
f (z) = Az + E a z z
ran m+n=2 
2iticx 
Let A = e 	, where a satisfies (1.1.6). 
Then, either (A) (i) of (2.1.1) holds, or, 
—1 
(B) the equation 	0 f 0  p ( z) = Az has a real 
analytic solution of the form, 
00 
rn—n 
(z) = z + E c z z 
mn 
m+ n =2 
where c = 0 when m = n + 1. 
inn 
Further, in case (A), the same conclusions hold as in 
(2.1.1). 
The only part which proved troublesome in verifying was part 
(B). We can find a formal power series solution in precisely the 
same way, with, in fact, the same coefficients. However, it 
remains an open question whether or not this series has a 
non - zero radius of convergence. 
19 
2.2 Stability of fixed points of e- functions vanishing to all 
orders : Concrete examples. 
In this section we consider C- functions which satisfy 
(ii) of (2.1.1). 
We have already remarked in note 5 that in this situation, 
for all C 	2, 
(p -1 0 f 0 cp (z) = Az + o (zI ). 
We shall be interested in functions of the form 
Az + 0 (IzI ) 
	
(2.10) 
In this section we shall be interested in the nature of the 
number a in the above notation. In particular, we shall be 
concerned with irrational a. To begin with, however, we suppose 
that a is rational, and prove the following proposition. 
2.2.1 Proposition 
2 1 iP 
	
Let A = e 	q, where 0 < 	< 1, 
q 
2 E Q with (p,  q) = I. 
Then, there exists g of the form (2.10) such that 0 is an 
unstable fixed point of g, and of g- 1. 
Proof 





g (re ) = re 	q + o (r ), for all 	2. 
We now introduce M given by 
M (0, r) = (8 + 27E + F (8, r), r + G (9, r)), 
where F (8, r) and G (0, r) = o (r e ) for all t 	2, as r -, 0+. 
-1 2 
; 	* We begin by putting G (6, r) = 	e 
r 
 cosqO r 0 
; r = 	
and 
F (8, r) = 0. These are both of the right form for our purposes. 
To show instability, we shall show that for any arbitrary 
small disc containing the origin, if Izi = r 0 is contained in 
this disc, then there exist 6' and 6'' such that for 80=  8', 
M'1 (8 0)  r 0  ) -
ì the origin as n - o, and for 80=  8'', M(0 0 , r 0 ) - 
the origin as n - -. To this end we put 8= 0 and 0= 
71 
Case 1 : 8'= 0. 
Put (8, r) = M"(6 0 , r 0 ), n = 1 , 2 
-1 2 
Then rr 	+ e n-i cos qO 
n n-i n-1 
.12 
= r 	+ e 
r
n-i cos q[0 0+ 2(n - i)E] 
n-i q 
-1 2 





So, for 80=  0= 0, {r} 0 is an increasing sequence. 
Case 2 	B''= 
q 
.12 










So, for 0  = 0' = 	Jr} 	is a decreasing sequence. 0n n=0 
We shall show that in case 1 r n —+ 0 as n — 
and in case 2 r —+ 0 as n - . 
n 
We prove case 2 ; case 1 follows in a similar way. 
-1 2 
Since for all r > 0, r > e r , we know that given r 0> 0, 
r > 0 for all n. 
n 
So {r} 0 is bounded below by 0 and so tends to a limit E., since 
it is also a decreasing sequence. 
Suppose that £ * 0. We know that 
-1 2 
m r= e. 
Let n —+ oo on both sides. This gives 0 = e 	, which is 
clearly a contradiction. 
So £. = 0. i.e. r n —+ 0 as n — 	as required. 
As remarked, case 1 follows similarly. In this case, we have 
a decreasing sequence {r} 0 bounded below by 0, which tends to 
0 in the same way as in case 2. 
So, r-+ 0 as n — oo as required and the result follows. 
For the remainder of the section, we assume that a € (0, 1) 
and that a is irrational. We shall be interested in particular in 
a which is "well — approximated" in some sense, by rationals. We 
shall exploit properties of the continued fraction throughout. 
22 
We begin by noting the following standard number theoretical 
fact. (The right hand inequality is standard and can be found for 
example in Hua [Hu] page 255 ; the left hand inequality is an 
obvious deduction from a result found in [Kh] page 27.) 
2.2.2 Proposition 
Let a be irrational with convergents { 2k} 0 as before. 
Then, for each k, 
2q 1 
	
< Iq k a - p k 1 < q• 	
(2.11) 
In the following analysis, we construct a g as in (2.10) with 
a well - approximated by rationals such that the origin is an 
unstable fixed point for g, and for g- 
1. 
 We suppose that the 
convergents of a satisfy the following conditions. 
i+l 
For i > 1, 	q 1 
q 1 > 7, 
q. is odd for each i, and, 
4 	(q. 1 + 1) for each i. 	 (2.12) 
Condition (1) shows that a is well - approximated by 
rationals, when we substitute into (2.11). 
We have the following result. 
2.2.3 Theorem 
Suppose that a satisfies (2.12). Then, there exists g of the 
23 
form (2.10) which has the origin as an unstable fixed point of g 
and g- 1. 
Proof 
We prove this by construction. Again, we introduce planar 
polar coordinates and define M by 
M (8, r) = (0 + 2ta, r + 	(8, r)), 
where cp is 27 - periodic in 6 and is to be o (rt)  for all C 	2, 
as r -4 0+. 
Note that we have no perturbation in the 8 - direction (it is 
enough for our purposes that this is the case). 
The idea of the proof is to construct an appropriate p. 
To begin with we consider the simpler map 




* (8) = 	— 1 cos q.0 
ifr is C in 6 and 27 - periodic. 
Therefore, if we let (s
m' m 
0 ) = Nm(O, s), then 
n-1 
s n=s 0 + E *(6 0+2im). 
M=O 
n- 1 
Define A 	(0) = 	ir ( 0 0 




=- i cos q(8 0+ 2itkc). 
k=0 
As in (2.2.1), we shall consider two initial 80  and exhibit 
different behaviour of Nm(O,  s) for large m. 
24 
 M. On this occasion these will be Oo=  0 and 80=
First of all we consider the case 80=  0. In this situation we 
have 
n-1 





=E 	E --i cos 27k(q.a - p.), 
k=0 
where p. is as in (2.11). 
The infinite series is absolutely convergent, so we can 
change the order of summation. After rewriting we have 
00 	 n-i 
A 	(0) = E 2-i 	 Re 	2itik(qja_pj) 
k=0 
Before proceeding we state without proof the following 
standard result. 
2.2.4 Lemma 
n-1 ik1= [1 ReEe 	 + sin (n - )/sin yll 
k=0 
for 11 E R and n ) 1. 
Applying (2.2.4) with 11 = 27(q.a - p.), we have 
OD 
Ana(0) = 	[1 + sin (2n - l)(q.a - p.)/sin 	- p.)]2q i 
00 
=F, 	i [sin ni(q.a - p.)cos (n - 1)7(q. 	- p.)/sin it(q.a - p.)]. 
i=l 1 
So s = s + A 	(0). We choose the subsequence of {s}
00 
n 	0 	n,a 	 0, 
Is 1 	R0' and show that as R -, , S 
(q1+1) 
The idea is to split the infinite series into three parts, 
25 
R - 1 terms at the beginning, a middle term and the tail of the 
series. We show that this middle term dominates the other two 
parts. 
We analyse the first of these in the following lemma. 
2.2.5 Lemma 
R-1 
IE 	i [sin rii(q.a - p.)cos (n - l)it(q.a - p.)/sin i(q.a - p.)]I 
i=l 1 
< q 	, 	 (2.13) 
q 1 R-1 
for all R > 2, where n = ( +1
+ 1). 
Proof 
We begin by noting that sin nx cos (n 	1)x/sin x is an even 
function of x, so we can replace (q.a - p.) by Iq i a - pil 
everywhere it occurs on the left hand side of (2.13). 
We note the following facts 
() Isin nx cos (n - 1)x/sin xl < Isin nx/sin xl 
for any x. 
(b) Isin nIq.a - pcos (n - 1)7q.a - c 1 1/sin 7tlq,a - pill 
1/jsin 7vlqa - p i ll 
Now, Jordan's inequality (see, for example Copson [Co] page 
136) states that for 0 < 0 
sin 9 > 0. This can be extended to state that 
for 101 < 	jsin 01 
IT 
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Since itjq.a - p,I < 1 	< 1 by (2.11) and (2.12), we can 
q 1 
apply this result to the above situation in which case 
1 	 -i 
1 /Isin 	- pill c - r11 
<q. 1+1 by (2.11). 
By our choice of n, 	q. +1 < n 
	(1 < i < R - 	1). 	Therefore, 
R-1 
IE 1 i [sin n1q.a - p. Jcos 	(n - 1)q. - 	I/sin 	iq.a - pill 
i=l 	1 
R-1 q. 1+1 
i=1 
Therefore, it 	is sufficient 	to show that this significantly 
simpler sum has the required upper bound. We do this by induction 
on R. 
When R = 2 	the result 	is 	trivial, 	both sides equalling q2 
Suppose that the result is true for R = 2, 3, . .. , N and 
put R = N + 1. 
N a. 
+l i 	
N-i q. 1 
Then 	E - 
1 
= 	
+ 	N q.i 
i=l q. i=l  
- 	+- q 1 N-1 qN 






	q 	 + qN 
' qN 
by (2.12 (1)) 
+1  q1 N 
2- N . ( q2  
—) , since q 	q2 q 1 
1 
2q 1 N q1N' by (2.12 (1)) 
27 
< 	
since 	< 1 by (2.12 (2)). 
qN ' 	q 
1 
 N 
Hence the lemma is proved. 
We move on to the second case i.e. we find a lower bound for 
the term where r = R. 
We rewrite this term in a different way using the following 
sin nx cos (n - l)x/sin x 
= (sin nx cos nx cos x + sin 2nx sin x)/sin x 
= sin 2 nx + cos x sin 2nx/2sin x. 
We put x = mlq R a - 	
to get our middle term 
which we denote by TR. 
We have the following lemma. 
2.2.6 Lemma 




We can see from the definition of T   that 
TR 2q [cos 71qc - PRIS3 2nIqcz - PRI/Slfl 	Iqa - 
Since 0 <mlq R - 	
<by (2.12 (2)), we have 
< cos 71q  
- 	
< 1 so, 




-(1 + 1- 	) < 2nzlq  1+- 	). - R1 < ( 
Therefore, 1 < 2n7qa 	
R1 < '
it, and so, 
sin 2nq a - 
	> 
Therefore we have, 
T > 1 R .1/2sin 71qa -PRI 
R 
	
> 1R .1/2.nIqa - 	
since for x > 0, sin x < x 
1 	R+l >, by (2.11) 
>: 	
by (2.12 (1)). 
Hence the lemma is proved. 
It remains to analyse the last case i.e. the tail of the 
series. This is summarised in the following lemma. 
2.2.7 Lemma 
00 
E i[cos (n - 1) q .a - pIsin nilq,a - 	 - 	l] 
i=R+l 1 
< 1/2qi(q 1 - 1) 
Proof 
For r 	R + 1, mm (n, q 1 ) = n. So, the left hand side of 
the expression is bounded above by 
OD 
I 










_l 	1 	1 
_q1[_R+1+_R+2+ 	] 
. R+l 	+2  
R + 1 [(R+2 )2_1] + 2 
<!R [1+! 	+!2+] 
' 1R+l 
= 1/2q 1 1  (q 1 _ 1) as required. 
We combine the results of lemmas (2.2.5), (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) 
to give 
-q 
. A 	(0)> 	- 	-I- 
n,a 	q1R-1' 	- 	 1) 
- 	1 
!R_1) - 1/2q(q_ 1) - q 1 	 + 
	1
> Cq - 1/2q(q 1 _ 1), 
where C is a positive constant. 
So, s as R -4 co. 
n-i co 
Now A 	(t) = 	i cos q.(it + 2tkcz) 
k=0 i=1 
n-i co 






= -A 	(0). 
n, 
Therefore, if we choose the subsequence as before we have, 
s 	— S 0 -4-coas R -+co. 
We now transform back to polar coordinates in order to find 
an M satisfying the required properties. 
30 
We transform from s to r (we leave 8 unchanged) via 
1 
S = s (r) = e T'— r. (r > 0.) 
Therefore, as r - 0+, s -4 oo and as r - a, s - - (these are 
the behaviours of our above subsequences). 
As a function of r, s is strictly monotonically decreasing. 
In order to get M in the correct form we require that 
s + 'ifr (0) = e 1/(r+ 
	(8,r)) 	
r - (p (8, r). 
i.e. e 
r_ 
 r + 	
l/(r+ (p(9 
r (8) = e 	
,r))_ r - 
(p (9, r). 
So, we define p as follows 
(9, r) = s_l(s (r) + r (9)) - r. 
So, r + (p (9, r) = s 1 (s (r)) + * (9)(s')(s (r) + 	
(8)) 
where 0 < Tj r< 1 
i.e. 	(0, r) = 	(9, r)(s)(s (r) +  
Since s is monotonic, there exists a unique t 9 > 0 such that 
s (tør) = s (r) + 71 9 r1  (0). As r -9 0+, t 9 -4 0+, again by the 
monotonicity of s. From now on, for neatness, we shall drop all 
superfluous subscripts 8,r. 
We must check that p is a C— function of (0, r) whose 
derivatives vanish as r - 0+. 27 - periodicity (in 9) of cp 





dk 	 kr-2k - k(s (r) + r) = (-1) e r 	pk(r),  where for k 	0, k 
 is a dr 
polynomial. 
Proof 
We prove this by induction. 
Consider first the case k = 0 
the right form with p 0 (r) = 1. 
Consider next the case k = 1 
1 
1 r -2 
e r 
1 
s (r) + r = er, which is of 
1 
d 	 d 	r 
dr 
(r) + r) = dr 
1 
1 r -2 
e r p 1 (r), where p 1 (r) = 1. 




+l (s (r) + r) = (-l) 
d 
 [e r- 
r 2 
-
dr 	 dr 
1 
r 	-2-2 	 -2-1 	-2. 
= (-1) e [-r 	PC 
 (r) - 2r 	PC  (r) + r 	p , (r)] 
1 
r -2(+1) 	 2 
= (-1) e r 	[ -PC 
 (r) - 2Zrp(r) + r p(r)] 
We define-p 	(r) = -p(r) - 2rp(r) + r 2p(r) to complete 
the proof of the lemma. 
2.2.9 Lemma 




- -1 (k) = 	2 	-(2k-1) 	
E At(r)e r, (s 	) (s (r)) (1 +re) 
where A are polynomials (. = k, k + 1, . .., 2k - 2). 
Proof 
We prove this once again by induction on k. 
Suppose that k = 2 : Then, 
(S2)(S (r)) = 1/s (r).(l/s (r)) 
dr 
= -l/s(r).s 	(r)/s(r) 2 
= -s 	(r)/s
I 
 (r) 3  
1 	 1 
-2 r 3 -3 	4 
= e (2r - r )/(l + r e ) 
-2 	 -1 
= e (2r 3 + r 2 
	2 r3 
)/(l + r e ) 
which is of the correct form. 
Suppose that the result is true for k = 2, 3, ... , m, 
and put k = m + 1. 
2m-2 
- 	 -1 
- 
r 2 r 2m-1 
Let u (r) = E A(r)e 	and v (r) = (1 + r e ) 
- 2m-2 - 
So, u(r) = E e r[A(r)  +,r 2A(r)], and, 
-! 	 -1 
r 2 r 2(m-1) v(r) = (2r + 1)e 	
(2 
 - 1)(1 + r e 	) 
-1 (m+l) 








-r e (r)(1 + r e ) - u (r)(2m - l)e (2r + 
-1 
2 r 2m+l 
(l+re ) 	= 
-(t+1)  
2m-2 - 	2rn-2 - 	 - 
[ E e 	




(r)]/(1 + r e ) 	, where 
B and C are polynomials in whose exact form we are not 
interested. 
Putting n = . + 1 in the first series and n = R + 2 in the 
second, we have 
-1 (rn-i-i) 




	 2m 	- 
[ E e r (r) + 	e r + r e ) (r)]/(1 	
2 r 2(m+l)-i = 
n=m+1 	
n-i 	 n-2  fl=m+ 2 
-1 	 -n 
2 r -(2(m+1)-l) 2m+l)_2e rD(r) where D are polynomials (1 + r e ) 	 n 
n=m+ 1 
in terms of the B and C above. 
n 	n 
Therefore the lemma is proved. 
At this stage we introduce the Faa di Bruno formula. (See for 
example Riordan [Ri] pp.  36 - 37.) 
2.2.10 Proposition 
Suppose that f and g are sufficiently differentiable on 
g 0 f (r) is meaningful, and that n is a positive integer. Then, 
d 
ar 
n(g 0 f) (r) = 
n 
En!/b 1 !...b !.g(f (r)).fl 
n k= 1 
34 
where the summation is over all non - negative integers b such 
n 	 n 
that n = E ib and b = E b.. 
1 	 1 i=1 
In particular applying this to g = f- 1  (when this exists) 
we have (W viiiZ, 
	
o = E n!/b 1 !...b !.(f-1 	(f (r)). 11 ((). 	(2.14) n 
k=l k. 
We are now in a position to show that all the derivatives of 
vanish as r - 0+. 
We begin by noting that is and all its derivatives have upper 
bound 2. 
We consider first the cases n = 0 and n = 1. Firstly the case 
n = 0. 
(r) =  
-l( 	
(r) + 	(9)) - r 
= * (6)(s) (s (t)), by the mean value theorem, 
1 
= -4r (0)/0 + t_ 2 e t) 
-4 0 as r -4 0+. 
Secondly, the case when n = 1, 
= 	(9)(1) (s (u)), 
(90 
where s (u) = s (r) + * (0), 
= ( 0 )/s (u) 
1 
= -*(0/0 + u 2 eU) 
—4 0 as r - 0+. 
= S (r)(s_1) (s (r) +  Or 
= s(r)(s)(s (u)) - 
= [s(r)/s(u)] - 1 
	




= [(1 + r e 1 + u e  
1 	1 -! 	 -1 
= {[
-2r -2u 	2 r )/( 2 u 
r e e ](1 + r e 1 + u e )} - 1 








	(1 + r e )/(1 + u 
2  e U))  - 1 
So it is sufficient to show that 
1 -1 
u2r u 
(-) e e 	-4 1 as r -4 0+. 




 e e 
r u 
(-	= 
[in (s (r) + 	(6) + u)/In (s (r) + r )] 2 . 
[(s (r) + r)/(s (r) + 	(8) + u)] = 
[(in s (r) + in (1 + {r (8) + u}/s(r)))/ 
-2 
(in s (r) + in (1 + r/s (r)))] 
(s (r) + r)/(s (r) + 	(8) + u) = 
[(1 + fin (1 + [r (8) + u]/s (r))/In s (r)))/ 
(1 + {ln (1 + r/s(r))/ln s (r)})r. 
(i + r/s (r))/(l + { 	(8) + u}/s (r)). 
Since, as r - 0+, u -1 0+ and s (r) -4 oo, it follows that 
1 -1 
u2r u 	 0 
(-) e e — 1 as r -4 0+. So 	—+ 0 as r -4 0+. r 	 Or 
We now suppose that n > 2 and evaluate first 
rn [ s ( s ( r ) + ifr (0))] as follows. (All summations are as in 
(2.2.10).) 








( 1 ) 	b. = E C 	. .b 	
fl (s (r)) 1. 
n i=i 
-1 (b+i) 









n i=1 i 
n 
(i) 	b = 	(8)E C 	.b 	




(8) C b 	b 




where s (v) = s (r) + t'ilr (8). 
n O 
Similarly, we have 	(p= 
090 
n 
b 	l - (b) E Cbb 	II 	(e))i.(s 	) ( s (u)), 	 (2.15) 
n i=i 
where u is as before. 
Given (2.2.9) and the fact that (s- 1 ) ' (s(u)) = 1/s(u) -, 0 as 
an 
r -, 0+ we can see that —i - 0 as r -+ 0+. 
eo n 





E C 	.b 	
((i)(Ø))b. 	
E D 












Cbb 	and the c . are analogous to the b.. 
1"n 1 
We use lemmas (2.2.8) and (2.2.9) to show that as r - 0+, all r 
and mixed derivatives of p go to zero with r. 
We have that the following holds. 
1 	 b 
b 	-2rb
fl 	
b f. r -2kb + r 	e ) l. (-1) 	.e 	r 
	
-1 	 b 
= (r 2 r e + 
1) b
111 






2 r 	b 	nr-2n 	b 
= (r e + 1) l.(-l) e r 	.fl PC(r) C. 
R=1 
Noting the results of lemmas (2.2.8) and (2.2.9), and the 
above, we prove the following lemma. 
2.2.11 Lemma 
Let v be as above and let n > 2. Then, as r - 0+, 
b -k 
-2n r V 
r 	e e - 0 for b + 1 < k < 2b. 
Proof 
For our purposes we can regard ft as a constant. We shall 
consider the two cases 
r > v, which is simple, and 
r < v. 




F 	e  
b -k 
-2n v v v 	e  
- (k-b) 
	
-2n 	v v 	e 
-Oasr-O+, since v-40+asr-+O+ and b<k. 
r < v. To prove this part we begin by showing that for 
sufficiently small r and v, by - kr < 	v (b + 1 4 k 4 2b), or 
equivalently, (b + )v - kr < 0. 
It is sufficient to show that 
(b + )v - (b + l)r < 0, as the rest will follow. To show that 
this the case we use the following inequality relating r and v 
-1 
V 
v - r < e 	. (2.16) 
This is true as follows. We have by the above that 
s (v) - s (r) = i'r (6) 
	
(2.17) 
and, also by the mean value theorem, that 
s (v) - s (r) = (v - r)s (c), 	 (2.18) 
where r < 	< v. 
Combining (2.17) and (2.18) we have that 
1 
0 < v - r = -v (0)1(1 + 
uK0/(1 + 2e) where K (6) = - (0) > 0 by the 
fact that r < v and the monotonicity of s. 
-1 




0 < v - r < e 	(for sufficiently small r) 
—1 
<e V 
So, (2.16) follows. 
Returning to the main part of the argument, we can see that 
—1 
there exists U = U (b) such that if u < U, e 
U< 
 u/2(b + 1). 
So, suppose that r is sufficiently small so that v < U. Then, 
—1 
2(b + 1)e v< v. Therefore, 
- 	 -! 
(2b + 1)e 
V 
< v - e 
V 
< r, by (2.16). 
—1 
So, for v < U, e 
V< 
 r/(2b + 1). 	 (2.19) 
So, in this case, 
—1 
v < r + e 
V 
 by (2.16) 
< r + r/(2b + 1), by (2.19) 
Therefore, (2b + 1)v < 2(b + 1) r 
so, (b + )v < (b + 1) r, 
as required. 
So, for sufficiently small r, we have that for 
b + 1 4 k 4 2b, 
by - kr < 




(by-kr) <e 2 
-! 
(bv-kr)/rv 	2r <e 
b-k 	-1 
r v < 2r e 
b-k 	-1 
r- 2n 
	v -2n 2r 
	
Therefore,  	e e < r 	e 	-+ 0 as r -* 0+. 
Hence the lemma is proved. 
We can prove a similar lemma for the mixed derivative case. 
(the details are omitted.) In this u is replaced by 1 and in the 
statement v is replaced by u and the k interval is 
b + c < k < 2b + 2c — 2, where c 	1. We can reduce this to the 
original k interval — the only difference in the argument being 
b -k 
an extra factor multiplying r 2h1e1e 
U 
which, at worst, is bounded 
for small r and u. 
Together with the remark after (2.2.10), this shows that p 
together with all its derivatives vanishes as r -4 0+. Therefore, 
since p is infinitely continuously differentiable away from 0, 
this extra information shows that p is of the form we want. 
Given our earlier results, we therefore have constructed an 
example of a g of the form (2.10) such that the origin is an 
unstable fixed point of g, and of g. So the theorem is proved. 
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2.3 Stability of Fixed Points of 	functions vanishing to all 
orders : A result on well - approximated irrationals. 
In the last section, we illustrated instability of fixed 
points of functions of the form (2.10) in two cases ; firstly in 
the case a E Q 	secondly, in a concrete example of an irrational 
number well - approximated by rationals. 
In this section, we shall use a similar argument to the 
latter to show that if a satisfies no Diophantine condition, then 
we can find a gof the form (2.10) such that the origin is 
unstable for g and g- 1.  Much of the analysis is similar to the 
previous section and so the details are curtailed with 
appropriate cross - reference as is necessary. 
We begin by stating what we mean by a Diophantine condition. 
We suppose that 0 < a < 1 as before. 
2.3.1 Definition 
a satisfies a Diophaniine condition if there exists c > 0, 
> 1, such that for all 2 , q 	1, (p, q) = 1, 
qa - 	cq 
In this situation we can always choose a subsequence 
Pk 00 	 1 kcx 






We can clearly choose this subsequence in order that 
> 17. 
1 
We have the following result. 
2.3.2 Theorem 
Suppose that a satisfies (2.20). Then, there exists g of the 
form (2.10) such that the origin is an unstable fixed point of g 
and g- I 
Proof 
This is again proved by construction. We again revert to 
polar coordinates and define M and N in a similar way 
to (2.2.3). 
In this case we define fr as 
* (9) = i cos 
i 
i 
We define Ana(ø)  in a totally analogous way to (2.2.3) and 
exhibit different behaviour, for two initial 007 
of Nnl(00,  s) for large n. 
The first of these will again be 
9= 
 0. In the notation 
00 
1 
of (2.2.3) Sn= s 0+ Ei [sin n(qa - Pk OS (n - 1)(qa - 
- 
1 	1 
We choose, on this occasion, the subsequence of {s} 0 , as 
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{s  1 	
00 
where [x] denotes the largest integer not 
greater than x, and show that this sequence diverges 
(to +o). 
We proceed in the same way as before i.e. considering the 
first (R - 1) terms of the series, the Rth term, and the tail of 
the series. 
We begin with the following lemma. 
2.3.3 Lemma (cf. 2.2.5) 
For R > 2, and n = 	 1)], 
R-1 







As before we can replace qa - k by Iq a -p k.1 , and also, 
we have 
sin n1Iqa - Pk cos (n - 1).ntqa - Pk I/sin ¶Iq 	
- ' kH 
mm 	(n, q •1 ) 
for liR-1. 
1 
So, it remains to show that, 
44 
+1 
I; 	i < 	R 
i=1q k i 	qR 
1 	 1 
+1 
When R = 2 the left hand side is - 1 	- 2 since 
1 
k 2 k 1 + 1 and the result follows. 
Suppose that the result is true for R = 2, 3, . . , N - 1, N, 
and put R = N + 1. The result follows in the same way as (2.2.5), 
with the obvious amendments. 
We now consider the Rth term and prove the following lemma. 
2.3.4 Lemma (cf. 2.2.6) 
Let T   be the Rth term as in (2.2.6). Then, 
T > R. 
Proof 




I ' '  -  
R 
Given that n = + 1)], we know that 
n > ( k+l + 1) - i = 4kR+l 3), and, 
( i1+ 1). 
So we have that 
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To - 	) < 2n'iqa - 
	
+ R 
i.e. since for R > 2, q k +l  > 15 > 9, 
< 2nitqa - 
	
< 4 1 
R R 
	
Therefore sin 2n7Iqcz - 	I > 
R II 
So TR > 22qR h/Sfl Ika - 
PkR I 
R 
R 	as in (2.2.6) 
> 22qR iT 
+1 
2/27 
Finally, we consider the tail of the series and prove the 
following lemma. 
2.3.5 Lemma 
For R > 2 and n as above, we have 
00 
Ei cos (n - l)Jtlq a - k sin n7TIq k.a - Pk . 1 / 
i 
i 
sin itIq•a - PkH 
1 	 1 
R+l 
/2( 	- 1). 
R+l 	R+l 
Proof 
In a similar way to (2.2.7), we have that 
mm 	(n, q k.+1 =  n. 
1 
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E -1, in the same way as before. 
1 
This series in turn is bounded above by 




-! (!R+l !R+2 	.) - 2k + 1. 	+ 	+ 
R+l R+2 
< 2k 	.( R+l 	2(R4-l) 	...) by (2.20) and the fact that + 
R+l 	R+1 
R+2 
R+2 	R+l 	R+l 
So, the series is bounded above by 
dl 	
R+1 	




= k~ 1.I'2k 	- 1) 
R+ 1 
q 	/2(q 
R+1 - 1), since q 	> 
R+l 	R+1 	 R+1 
Hence the lemma is proved. 
Combining the results of lemmas (2.3.3), (2.3.4) and 
(2.3.5) we have, for our choice of n, 
1 	1 	 R+l 
- 
S —s> 
n 	0 	k 	 R—1 	 k (2y2 q - 	 '2 	
- 
R+1 R+l 
Cq - q  k 	/2(q''_ 1), for sufficiently large R, 
R 	R+1 R-+-1 
where C is a positive constant. 
So s n—s 0 -4oasR--+co. 
We would like a second initial 8 =0  such that some 
subsequence s 	 as R 	. However, on this occasion, 00= it 
R 
- - 	 - 
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will not do since not all the q need be odd. To overcome this
k. 
1 
problem we have the following lemma. 
2.3.6 Lemma 
With q 	 satisfying (2.2c), there exists 0  satisfying thek. 
inequality 
Iq9 0 	(2m.+ 1)itl 	16' for some m.E Z, for each i. 
Proof 
We note that for fixed i, the intervals 
1 m .= {9 
	q9 - (2m + l)'nI 	are equally spaced. 
, 	 i 
We note that these intervals may be written in the convenient 
form 
Im i 	l 6 
{9 : 	(32m - 1) 	9 	(32m + 1)). 
,  
It is sufficient to show that for any such interval at the 
stage i = R, its length is bigger than twice that of such an 
interval at stage i = R + 1, plus the intervening gap between 
such intervals. This is to ensure that at stage i = R + 1, there 
is such an interval contained in one at stage R. 









So, we require that 
R 
it lit > - 	or equivalently, 
R 	R+l 
q 	> R+ 1 
This is true since 
R+l 	R 
R+ 1 
q 	by (2.20) 
R 
> l'q 	by the choice of the subsequence. 
R 
Define E 1 = {8 : lq6 - 	i} 	
and, inductively E. as one 
1 
interval of the form I 	which is contained in E. 
m,i 	 i—i 
(i = 1, 2, 3, ...) 
We know the following facts about E 1 . 
E. is non - empty for all i, 
E. is closed for each i, 
E i+l 
C E 1 
. for all i and 
diam E. - 0 as i - °'. 
OD 
So, by Cantor's Intersection Theorem, r E. is non - empty. 
i=l 
So, the lemma is proved. 
Given this value of 9 = 
91 	
we have that 
Jsin 	(q90_ 	( 2mR+ 	l)Tt)I sin 	6' 
for the chosen mR. 
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We note at this point that s = 
OD 
1 
s + E i -.{sin n -nlq  a - k cos ((n - l)1tIq a 	J + 
i 	i 	 i i i 
sin Tjq 
k. a - 	We can estimate the first (R - 1) terms of  
11. 
the series and the tail in the same way as before, obtaining the 
same estimates as in (2.3.3) and (2.3.5). We concentrate, 
therefore, on the Rth term of the series and prove the following 
lemma. 
2.3.7 Lemma 
Let T   be the Rth term of the series as in (2.2.6) 
and (2.3.4) Then, there exists a positive constant E such that 
T  < 
R 
Proof 
We rewrite the cosine term in T   as cos (x + y), where 
= (n - l)itlq a - ok'' ' = k e O . 
R 
Then, we have, using the double angle formula, 
cos (A + B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin B, on adding and 
subtracting z, where z = (2mR+ l)it, 
cos (x + y) = cos (x + z) cos (y - z) - sin (x + z) Sin (y - z) 
= -cos x cos (y - z) + sin x sin (y - z) 
	
We have already seen that 	< 2n1Iq a -kRI < t, so we can 
deduce that 	< x < 
50 
3 
So, cos (x + y) 4 -cos 	cos 16 + sin 	sin 16' taking into 
account (2.3.6), 
7i 
= -cos 	by the double angle formula we 
16 
have just used. 
We have the following fact, which follows in the same sort of 
way as before 
sin n1Iq 
k  a - k I/sin ¶Iq k a - k I 
n, by Jordan's inequality, and the fact that 
sin xl  4 X. 
2 	
q k +1 qR+l 
Now, ¶ 
4i 	4i 
-n > - R > - R 
So, using these facts we have that T   is less than 
-q 77
_k cos16 
4it R  
Therefore, we have that T  < _Dq , where D is a positive 
R 
constant. 
Combining the results of (2.3.3), (2.3.5) and (2.3.7), we 
have, 
s_ 	
(-D + 1 
	
+ 	/2( R+l - 1) 
R 	 R+l 
+ q 	 /2(q 
R+1- 
 1), where E is a positive 
R R R+i 
constant, for sufficiently large R. 
So 
n 	0 
So, we have exhibited the behaviour that we wanted. The 
analysis of the transformation from (6, s) coordinates to 
(0, r) coordinates is similar with the obvious changes (which are 
omitted). 
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Chapter 3 : Stability of Fixed Points of C°'- Functions : A result 
on irrationals satisfying a Diophantine condition. 
3.0 Introduction. 
In this chapter, we consider functions of the form (2.10). We 
again transform to polar coordinates (9, r) so that (2.10) 
becomes 
r -4 r + (p 1 (O, r) 
e - e + 2i 	+20,r), 	 (3.0) 
where 9 and 	are C- functions of (0, r) which are 
27 - periodic in 9 and vanish to infinite order at the origin. 
We shall consider the particular case where 
2 
 0. Note that 
in Chapter 2, we used this particular case as an example to prove 
a negative result. In this chapter, we assume this case from the 
start. 
The case where 
2  is not identically zero appears more 
difficult and is left as an open question. 
The motivation for the material of this chapter is to be 
found in [He]. The basis is a Newton iteration used to prove the 
existence of a solution (of a particular type) of a functional 
equation. 
We begin by introducing some notation. We denote the strip in 
the complex plane of width 2p, B 
i.e. B = { z E C I Im zJ < p}, where p > 0. 
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We denote the mean value of a 2m - periodic function f by 
[f] i.e. 
2i 
[f) =I  f (9) dO. 
0 
To this end, we denote the space of the p - times 
continuously differentiable functions on IR as C p and complex 
analytic functions on Bh  as C. 
We denote the space of such functions with mean value zero as 
[c'] 0 (p = 1, 2, 3 ......, cc), and complex analytic functions on 
Bh with mean value zero as [C] 0 . 
We define, finally, the following norms. 
For f E C, 01'0h = sup {jf (z)I 	z E Bh), and, 
N 
For f E C ' , IfliN = 	If")Ilo, where 
r=0 
IIIIO = sup Ig ( 0 )1. 
OER 
N2 
For f E C (R ), IIfII cN = 	I!D'fIlcO, where 
r=0 
IlIl° = 	sup 	Ig (x,  y)I. 
(x,y)E2 
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3.1 Statement and Proof of our Main Result. 
In this section we state our main result. This is couched, as 
in [He], as the solution of a functional equation. We prove this 
theorem and then indicate its significance regarding stability or 
otherwise of the fixed point at the origin (of Cartesian 
coordinates). 
3.1.1 Theorem 
Let a be as in (1.3.1) and let M = M (8, r) be of the form 
(3.0) with 	
= 
i4r and 	0. 
Then, given a positive integer k and s > 0, there exists 
g E C' which is 27 - periodic and satisfies 
0 < g (9) < s, and ii E R solving the equation 
M (8, g (8)) = (8 + 2ra, g (8 + 2a) - ii.). 	(3.1) 
Then, either the origin is stable (i) for M, 
(ii) for M- 
1, 
 or both. 
Note 9 : Rearranging (3.1), we need only consider the equation 
g (9 + 2na) - g (6) - 4r (6, g (6)) - 	= 0. 	(3.2) 
It is this equation that we shall consider throughout the proof. 
Before proving the result, we need the following technical 
lemmas. 
The first of these is very similar to [He] page 210, but the 
proof is included as there are technical differences. 
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3.1.2 Lemma 
Let a be as in (3.0.1), h 1 > 0, y > 0 and -y # 1. Then, there 
exists a linear map 
L : [Cu ] - U Ch, such that for 0 < h < h a 	h1 
 0 0<h<h1 	
1 
 
and 	E [Ch']0, if we put 	= L(i), then 
1 
0 R 2 ita- y 1 t = ,, and, 
1101 h  < (h i - h) -(
' +P) 7 1/2 K 
2111111hi) 
 where K 2 is a positive 
constant depending on a, 3 (and so on C), and R 2 	is rotation 
through 27cz. 
Proof 
We determine 	via its Fourier coefficients i.e. 
2itia 	-1 
(e 	- y X P-= r. 
We can see the following facts immediately. 
(j) 	0, by the hypothesis on 1]. 
(ii) 	, and similarly for r, since 	and Tj are real for 
Z E R. 
By Herman [lie], we have that 
-hI.I Iil 	e 	1 
1 
Hence, 
iz 	 2nia 	-1 -1 -iI(h1-h) e 	
"h , for 
Eje 	- e E  
* 0 
Tm zI = h < h1. 
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2iitcx 	-1 2 	-1 	2 Now, le 	- 4-y Sifl 	 So, we have 




1 	1/2 	 -1 —IeI(h -h) E sin 	- mI 	e 	1 	, where m is the 
1 	0 
nearest integer to tx (Iti = 1, 2, 3,..... ). 
Now, lea - 	< , so we can apply the extended Jordan 
inequality, as in the proof of (2.2.5), to 71ta - mI, obtaining 
sin xlta - me l > 2 Icx - mt l 
Therefore, 
— II(h 1 —h) E 	eIh 	4 11Tfl 	. - m 
-1  e 
1 t40 
By a result of Rssmann (see Herman [He] page 210) there 
exists 
a constant K 13 (dependent only on 13 and C), such that 
- mI_1e_ 	-h) 	(h 1 - h) 113 K 
0 
Therefore, 
(h1- h) 	13x27"2Ikflh, as required, where K 2 = 
Note 10 : There is a similar lemma to (3.1.2) in the case y = 1. 
This is to be found in [He] page 210. So, we have the following 
corollary. 
3.1.3 Corollary 
There exists a constant K depending only on a, 13 and C such 
that (3.1.2) holds for all 7 > 0. 
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Proof 
Let K = max (K 1 , K 2 ), where K 2 is as in (3.1.2) and K 1 is the 
relevant constant in [He]. 
3.1.4 Lemma [MO] 
Let p 	
2 : R -4 R 2 	
r 
be C and 27 - periodic in both variables. 
Then, there exists a constant C = C (r) such that for all such p, 
there exists a sequence {p.} of analytic functions defined on 
i=O 
B 1 x B 1 , 2n - periodic in both variables, such that 
i 	i 
Ilpi- 	_ i lI i. 	 (3.3) 
0 and II- 	11C° -i 0 as i - 	. 
	
Note 11 	We shall in fact use a result in Jacobwitz [Ja], 
which rewrites (3.3) as 
IIp j - 	_ 1 II 1 < 2 irC(2a) r pIp11 C r, 	 (3.4) 
where a is a positive constant. 
Lemmas (3.1.2) and (3.1.4) are absolutely crucial in the 
proof of the theorem. We are now in a position to prove it. 
Proof of 3.1.1 
We begin by outlining the details of the Newton iteration 
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scheme. Given a function cp, define 
F (, g, 	) = g 0 	g - (P 9— 
where g (Z) = p ( z, g (z)), and suppose that F (, g, ii.) = 
some error function. 
and g are defined on appropriate strips or product of 
strips. We replace g by g + h, where h is defined on a smaller 
strip, and .i. by 	+ 
Consider, 
F (, g + h, 	+ 	= (g + h) 0 R2 - (g + h) - g+h 	+ 
= 	- 	- R + h 0 R2 - h(i + D2 ( g ) 
where D2g denotes the derivative of g with respect to the 
second variable, and 
1 
R (z) = f (1 - t)D 2 T (z, g (z) + th (z)) dt. 
0 
We try to solve the equation 
hOR 2ita -Ah=-T, 	 (3.5) 
where A = 1 + 
To this end, we replace h by hp, where p is the non - zero 
solution of 
p 0 R 2 it= A 7p, 	 (3.6) 
2i 
where 	= exp { 
	
.j in A (8) dO}. 
2i 0 
It is known ([SM] page 229) that we can solve the equation 
q 0 R 27a- q = i, where [i] = 0, for analytic q. Putting 
= in A7, we can solve for p in (3.6), by putting p = exp q. 
So, replacing h by hp in (3.5), we have 
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= ( ri— t)/p 0 R 	 (3.7) 
So, the strategy is to solve for p in (3.6), and, using this, 
subsequently for h in the linear equation (3.7) via (3.1.2). In 
our case, we do this inductively 	reducing the size, in an 
appropriate norm, of r at each stage, and ultimately ensuring 
that, in an obvious notation, r-4 0 as i —+ x. 
We now consider the problem in hand. We note that ir is 
defined for (8, r) E R x R, and is only 27 — periodic in 8. The 
strategy is to replace this r by ifr which is 
(1) also C 
2m - periodic in both variables, and, 
equal to ifr for r E [0, 	
], 
and 0 for r E [c, 2it], where c is a small positive constant. 
The reason for doing this is to be able to use (3.1.4). 
Define a fixed C- function B as follows. 
B (8, r) 
11 ;0<r< it 
= 	0 ; r > 2 	
, for all 8. 
Let B (8, r) = B(8, 27), and let 4r equal the 
2 
27 - periodic extension of B* to the whole of R 
Apply (3.1.4) to r and let 	be the approximations. Define, 
ic.= ifr. 1 (i = 0, 1, 2, 	.),  and 	0. 
We now show how we perform the Newton iteration indicated 
above in our specific case. 
Suppose that at stage i, F (ir., g., i.'.) = 
t., where r. is as 
above, g.E Ck(), and is 2 — periodic, and 	R. Then, 
replacing g. by g.+ h., and 	by p..+ .Li, we have in the above 
notation, F 	
i+l' gi 	
h, 	.) = 
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T- i- h0 R2 - Ah 1 - (R.+ 	;.)(g.+ h.)). 
We solve as above for h. and .i., and define g. 1 = 	h 1 
(on a smaller strip), and 	 .+ p.. . We also define 
R.+ 	i+l- ;.)(g.+ h.). 
We observe the following two facts. Since ifr vanishes to 
infinite order at the origin, we have that 
For a fixed N, given p > 0, there exists c > 0, such that 
N+ 1 II*I1 0N < pc 	, for 0 < r < c. 	 (3.8) 
Secondly, we have that, given our construction of ifr, 
ll;iIN < bNIIBIICN.Ijl4rIICN, for some constant b  
(which will in general depend on B). 	 (3.9) 
Let p 0 be a small positive constant, and let N be an 
arbitrarily large positive integer. Then, let c be as in (3.8). 
We transform ir to ir via the above with the same c. Therefore, 
combining (3.8) and (3.9), we have that 
II*11 0N 4 b N (21) e NUB IICN.!kFIICN 
b N (21t) N IIBII CN.pc 
= bBNr>€, 	 (3.10) 
where bB,N=  bN(2,t)NIIBUCN. 
We make appropriate choice of constants. 
Let L = max (1, 2eK), where K is as in (3.1.3), 
and let C 0 = max (1, C 11  C2 ), where C 1 and C2 arise from the 
Cauchy estimates ([He] p  209). Let a= max (1, a). 
Fix s to be a small positive constant, such that 3s < c. 
Choose 6 such that 
6 < mm 	(2_5kCO3 (k + 1) 1
s, 2, 2_(2k+1))• 	
(3.11) 
Given this, we choose a such that 
32C0 a < 6, 
Da < 6, and, 
Ea < 46, 	 (3.12) 
2 4 18(1+13) 	 6 12 34(1+13) 
where D = L e 2 	and E = L e 2 	, and, 
2N< 
 a. (N is chosen arbitrarily large.) 
Let p = cp 0 so that we can choose 
<mm 	(1, a/16CC
0
(2a) N bBN ). 	 (3.13) 
We need the following lemma. 
3.1.5 Lemma 
Let 4r be as constructed and let ir be as defined. Then, 
< 2 C0 41 a', for all i. 
Proof 
Let N be chosen as above and p chosen accordingly. Then, by 
(3.1.4) and (3.4), we have, for any i, 
2_iNC(2.)NIl;IN 
i+l 
2C(2a) NbBN .p O c, by (3.10) 
2C(2a) N bBNa/16CC
0
(2a) N bBN , by (3.13) 
2 4 C 0 	(2
1 -N i 
= 	 )a 
-4 -1 i+i 
< 2 	C0 a 	, by (3.11.), as required. 
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3. 1 .6 Corollary 
Given ( 3. 1 . 5 ) , we have the following.  
(i) 	 < 	- 	) < 2a < 
i+l 




_i )II 	 , 
-j -4-2 
D 2 jj 1 	< a/(l - 2a) < 24 
1+2 
2 	 ii 
ID2 
i 




< (T /( I 	- 'Ia) < 
P roof 
The proof of these es timates is based on (3. 1 .5) and the 
Catiehy estimates. 
j+1 
= kr 1 — ic_II j 
i+1 
i;- 
a Ecr1 	by (3.1.5), 
j=o 
< (7/(1 - a) 
< 2a 
by (3.12). 
(ii) 	IID2(1— 	i-1 	l. 
1+2 	
by Cauchiv's estimates. 
1+1 
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< 	a(2)', by (3.1.5). 
	
111)2i'11 	 D2 	i' 	1j+2 
< 	: (2c). by (ii), 
j=() 
< 	c/(1- 2), since 0 < 2 	< 1, 
<since 1/(l - 2) < 
IID(- 	i-1 )ll 	
i+2)c11 	
i - 1 11 1. -i+1 
by Caticliy's estimates, 
< (T(4(), by (3.1.5), 
IID*II1 	2j 	*)I$ 
(4)J 	by (iv), 
j= 0 
< ci/(1 - 47), since 0 < 4 	< 1. 
< 	since 1/(1 - 4) < 2. 
This corol lamy will prove useful in time following. 
Let g 0 (z) = s > 0, where s is as before, for all z. and 	= 0. We 
are now in a position to commence the Newton iteration. We have 
the following proposition which gives the relevant results. 
3.1.7 Proposi Lion 
Let ii. and p..' be as before. Let C = max (b, 	), where band 
are as in (3.11) and (3.12). Then, 
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ii i Il 1 	 < 21,e22 
2i+1 ) ( I+(i) 
(T 




 by (.3.12)), and. 
(ii) 	lii i ' I 	< 2('. 
	
whee it.= [-r./p.O 112 	]/[1/p.°  R2i:] 
for i = 0, 1. 2,  
Proof 
We consider separate! y the cases i = 0 and I = I , as they are 
s  igIitiv different from tile rest. We then verify the above 
conclusions, by induction,  for i 	2 
Case 1 : i = 0. 
In the riotat ion of (3.6), we so  ye the equation 
q 0 	27, a-  
0 IL 	- q 0 = in A 0 ) 0 . 
2i 
We note that 	ill 
1 
. f In (1 + D 2 ij 0 (g 0 (9)) dO 
0 
< un (1 + D 2 ii 0 )II 1 	 (3.14) 
21n (I + II 1) 2 r 0 II 1 	). by (3.1.6) 
2D20 11 1 	 (3.15) 
< 12' by (3.1.6). 
So, applying (3.1.2), we have, 
11 q0 11 1 	2 	11 1  in A 0O il 
2L2 3 	III  )L0lI 1 	by (3.14), 
by (3.15), 
3( 1+( ) 
< La2 	 by (3. 1 . () ) , 
< Da 
< b. h 	(3.12) 
< 1. 
So. 11p 0 ii 	, and by rut 111 It' of its def liii t ion, 	i 
-
F 0 
Tb' re fore. i ii i I. 	lot at ion of (3 . 7 ) , we try to solve 
ho 	R2 	 = (Ito 	o/1)o° It 
Iii order to to' ab I c to apply (3. 1 .2), we define hi 0 	as in the 
'. I t I. ('Tfl(' lit 	of 	t It 	)I'O 105 I I i Oil 
We CEIii Set' 	i!IiitO'd I at t' Iv tlta I, 
Ho 	<OTiI 	 (3.16) 
Now. IlT 0 Ii 1 	11u 0i11 < a < 2, by (3.1.5), so proving part (ii) 
of' the proposi t 1011 Ill the case i = 0. 
So, applying (3.1.2), we have that 
Iih O il 1 	
2 	Lull 
2.21+I1 	t0111.11 1I1, 	by (3.16) 
1 ( 1+ 
< 2.2 	
() 
Lea, by the above. 




Da, by (3.12), 
< b, by (3.12). 
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We (Jefi ne g1= g 0 + 11 01 t 1 = R0 	, W  t. It T 	 defined as 
out 1 i ne(l a hove. 




z ) 	tin g 0 ( z ) 	+ 11 'n h o  ( z )  
< 
Case 2 : i = I 
We consider the equation, in the notation of ( 3 . 6 
(ci 	q() ) 27a- (ci 	
) = ( 1 ii A 1 - In A 
0 
 ) + (In y 	In 
As in (:3. 11) . we cain see that 
In 	lii 1 0 1 < Din A l - In A0111 , in a similar - way. 
2 
Therefore, applying (3.1.2). we have 
11 	( lOil 1 5 < 2L2' it A 1 - In A Oil 1 
We can easily see that we can rewrite In A 1 - In A 0 as 
1 + {D 2 ( 1 	(g 1 ) + R)/I + D20 (g 0 )}. by substituting 
definitions and rearranging, where 
R 0 (z) = 110(z) J (1 - t)D 0 (z, go  (z) + th 0 (z)) dt. 
We require an estimate of the size of the rearranged 
expression. To do this we use (3.1.6), giving, initially. 
II' O il 	 < 4 IIh O il 
Therefore, by (3.1.6), 
II02(1 	0 )(g 1 ) + 	+ D20 (g 0 ))II 1 
2 
< 2( 	+< 
The ic fore * 
11q1-q0111< 22I25(1+(cr2+ (TIIh0 111) 
	
= 4L2 	cr(-a + 5(11) 	' 
5( 1+f) 
	1111 	11 
• 4L2 	(a + 8), bv case (1), 
• 8L2 	a 
< D 
< 6, by (3.12). 
So, 11q1111 < 26 < 
We try to solve 
h 1 0 R 2 	l_ll = (F1' 	r 1 )/p 1 ° It 2 . 
We define 	• in the same way as before i.e. ensuring that 
the right hand side of the expression has mean value zero. We 
note that, in the same way as before, 
I 
11 
0 11 1 + IIi - 	11 	
, where 
2 
-5 	 2 2 
R 0 (z) = h(z)J (1 - t).D 0 (z, g o 
 (Z) + th 0 (z)) dt. 
So, 	I F'1' I 4 	IIIilI 	. 	1 	+ i1iII i 
<2 8(1+(3)L e a + a 
2 4 2 	2 
< 2D2 a 2 , by (3.12), 
< 26 
< 2 < 2 
< 2(, since 0 < ( < I. 
Therefore. J ill 1 11 	< 2 	' 1 1eIIt 1  II 
6(i+(i) 	2 
	
2 	Le{II 1 i O il 1.IID0II1+Ili1- *0111 	} 
< 2' 1+
(3 )1{.2 ..( 1+3 L e a +a 
) 2 4 2 	2 ) 
by ( 3. 1 .5 ) and ( : . 1 .6) 
6(l+(3) 	2 	8(l+(3) 2 4 Lea{1+2 	Le} 
14(1+(1) 	:1 5 2 
<2 	 2Lea. 
i5( 1+I 	3 6 2 
So, OIl1 01 < 2 	i) L e 




For z E 16 defining g 2 = g 1 + It and 2 	
in the same 
2 
way as before, we have 




We are now in a position to perform the main part of the proof 
i.e. the induction. 
Case 3 : i = 2. 







2 	1, 11 In S i  II 	where  
6 
1 + {D 2 (ir 2 — 141 1 )(g 2 ) + R)/1 + D 2 r 1 (g 1 )). 
So, using (3.12), and case (2). we have, defining R1 
analogously to R 0 . 
11(12— q I II] < 2 ' 1 L2(+ 2a 
215( l+() 3 6 2 
Lec) 
4.2' 1+)L2.215( 'L3ea3 
= 8.2 22 L 4 e 6 ci
3 
 
< (D) 3 , by (3.12), 
3 
<. 
So, IIq2H1 	2 	
+ 	
< 
We now solve 
h 2 ° R 2 	2112 
= 	2 	
t 2 )/p 2 ° 
 It 27a' 
Defining 12 	in the same way as before, we get 
2 	2 I 2 	I 1111111 16 	IIl) 2 c 1 	'2 	1 V  1 13 
3O(1+3) ( 12 4 	3 




0( 1 ~ f3) 6 12 	3 
< e + 
< 2.20(3)L6e12T3 
< (I)a by (3.12), 




< 2 	, by definition of (. 
Therefore, 
Vh 2111 	28( '13 Le 1 1 2 111 -  
2 	11Le{IIh 	2 	IID 2 	II + " v 11 
	
1 
2 	l l 2 1 13 	
3 
< 2 8(I U Lea  3{1 + L 6 e 12 2 30 i 
2 1 Lea 3 {l + E(T), by (3.12), 




So, 11112111 < 2.2 	
I+1fl123 
< Da 3 
< 
We note at tii is stage. that by the Cauchy estimates, 
jli' II I22'C0Dhll 	, 	for t = 0, 	1, 2. 
-2t+5 	 -2t+1 
2 	 r OD 
So, 	E li 1 	2C 0 b 	(4b 
t=0 t=0 
= 32C 0 hl( l - rib) 
2C 0 b 
< 
So, for z E l. 	liii g ( z 	liii z 	< 2 — 	< ! 
So, although we call get an estunat(' for 112 on B1 
	
the 
relevant equation is only meaningful on the smaller strip B 
2 
We suppose that the result is true for i = 0, 1 	2. 	m. 
and put. I = in + I 
Then, in the same way as before, 
II q111 	- II 1 
2m+5 
2 










< 2 2 ' 5 	2L{-ja(2a)lii +  1+ 4 a L e 2 2 (24)+13 cT ffh } 
2L.2 
2iii+ 5 ) (1 -4+0) CT 111+2 2 m 1 + '1 Le 22 2tii+ 4 ) (1 + ) 
=  
< 2121 	
2 2 9)(I 






2 4 m+2+2 
< e 






II 	Ii 11(10111 /2 	+ 	.- V 1q + - ( ii 11/ 	i+5 
m+5 	 10 
lit-I -I 
26 + 	6 1 + 2  by the above estimates, 
i=1 
< 28 + 8/(l - 6) 
< 28(1 + 8) 
< 
4 
We try to solve 
-1 
- 	h 	= (' 	- I 	)/i 0 li 11 	Oft 
m+ 1 	2 a 	111+ 1 m-* 1 	111+ 1 iit+ 1 	in 	27a' 
In the same way as before, we can see that 
I 	L' 
111-1- 1 	I 	II 
2 	
D1 Il 	+ 	 IIIII+ 
2m+4 111+ 	 —111+2 
2 	 2 2 
2 4, iii 2(2+4 ) (1 	) 2111+2 	m+2
2 < 41, e  ci 	+ a 	, by the inductive 
hypothesis, 
+2 	2 4 2(2m+4)( 1+3 
< a 
111 	




<a 	2 (1 + 6111), by (3.12), 
111+2 
• 2a 
< 2c 	 as required. 
So, 11 11 	II L2 






< 2Le 2(2uh1+613) a m+22 	by the above. 
2 (2m+6)( 1+(3) rii+2 








As in the specific case i - 2 we have the estimate for h 
111+ 1 




So. defi iii ng g 	= g 	+ h 	and i 	= 	+ t ' 	we have 
m+ 2 	iii+ 1 	m+ 1 ' 	m+ 2 111+ 1 	m+ I 
Im g1112  
(Z )l 	 1w z , as before,  
1 —(2:+7) 
= 
2 - ( 
+3  ) 
< 
So. the propos it i on i s p roved 
We are now interested in convergence quest ions. Formal lv, we 
00 	 00 
have that g = g 0 + E Iii i and It =
It 
	' , solve the equation 
1=1 	 i=1 
(3.2), where, again formally. g is a 27 - periodic function 
on R, and 	E R. It remains to verify, in the 	topology, that 
the series for g actually converges, and that the series for ji 
converges in the usual sense 
All the h. are analytic functions (on relevant strips). By 
the Cauchy estimates, we have that for any j E 
,for each 
-2i+4 
Therefore, by (3.1.7), we have that 
2i+5 
95ic(4i)i 	 (3.17) 
By (3.11). 4J 	
< li b  < I . for j < k. 
Therefore, 
k 




(=0 	' 	2j+5 j=0 
k 	c 
< 	E E 2 5 C0 8(4b), by 	(3.17), 
(=0 	j=0 
k 
'2'/(l 	-4 	b) 
= 0 
k 
E 	1/(1 	- 	l t b) 
0 
(=0 
C 0 S 	2 " (k 	+ 	1)/(1 	- 
< 	C0 b 	2 1'(k 	+ 	1) 
< 	s. 	by 	(3.11). (3.18) 
Therefore, 	the 	series 	for g converges 	in the 	ck_ 	topology, 
and 	since 	g 	(0) 	= 	s 	+ 	h 	(0) 	we have 	that 	g is 	actual lv 	posit I ye 
for 	all 	9. 
Also, 	 by (3.1.7). 
= 	2(/(1 	- 
< 	2. 	since 	0 < ( < 
So, 	letting 	n in 
g(0 	+ 	2) 	- 	g(0) 	- (9, g(8)) 	- 	t= T(0). 	we 	have 
g 	(9 	+ 	2it) 	- 	g 	(0) 	- 	i (9, g 	(8)) 	- 	i. 	= 0, 	 (3.19) 
where 	i E R 	is as above, 	and 	in addition g 	is 27 	- 	periodic 	in 	9, 
and 	satisfies 
0 	< 	g 	(0) 	< 	s, 	h 	(3.18), 
< 
Now, 	for 	0 r 
(0, 	r) 	= 	ij 	(0, 	r), 	for 	all 	0, by 	definition, so 	replacing 	c by 
I 
)c in (3 . 19 ) , we have the resti I t, we want 
We now explain the significance of this as regards stability, 
or otherwise of the fixed point at the origin of M. 
In the above, we note that g 0 ( z) = s, where s is an 
arbitrary, small, positive constant. 
So, in an analogous way to the proof of (2. 1 . 1 ) , we have the 
following possibilities, given any particulars >0. 
1 ) There exists an i nva r i air t curve wider M 
(2 ) There exists (a) a closed curve F , whose image is inside 
F 1 , oi•. 
I)) a closed curve 12  whose image is 
outside F 2 
Again, we note that 2 (a) and 2 (b) are not exclusive. 
So, topologically, we have the following three situations, 
(I) There exist infinitely many arbitrarily small s for which 
(1) holds, 
(11 ) There exist arbitrarily small s for which 2 (a) holds. 
or, 
(111) There exist arbitrarily small s for which 2 (b) holds. 
II) and (III) are, of course, not exclusive. We interpret 
these three cases in the same way as before i . e. 
(1) In this case, for arbitrarily small s, there exist closed 
curves, invariant under M, surrounding the origin. Therefore, the 
regions bounded by these curves are also invariant  under M, and 
so the origin is stable for M. 
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II) In this si twit ion, by the sttin' reasoning as above, M 
maps the interior of r 	 into the interior of its image curve. 
Therefore, as th i s true for nrbilr"rily snir I I s, we have that  I he 
origin is stable for M. 
(Ill) The same argument holds with the obvious modi fications, 
and we have that the origin is stahl r for M 
If ( I I ) and ( I I I ) occur simultaneously,  then, since this is 
true for arbitrarily  sma11 s, the origin is stable for M and for 
M 1 . Therefore the theorem is proved 
We close this chapter, and indeed Part I, with an open 
quest ion. 
3.1.2 Question 
What hlapI)(Irs when in (3.1) 	, I 	rict 	i(hrlticallyzer o ? 
71) 
Part 2 	Dynamics of map p ings of ttie circle . 
Chap t e r 4 : Phase Locking ._  
4.0 Introduction. 
In this chapter we shall be interested  in mapp rigs of the 
circle. As we have seen in Part I, for certain types of mappings 
of the plane, we can rind closed invariant, curves surrounding the 
origin. Topologically, these are circles and may he deformed, in 
particular, into the unit t circ1e S i . The dyiianii cs of mappings 
restricted to this circle are their of interest. In chapter 5, we 
shall see an example of a circle mapping which arises from a 
physical problem, However. for the rriomeiil , we shall he 
interested, for a particular type of circle mapping, in the 
occurrence of periodic orbits for various periods. In particular 
we shall be interested in paranreterised fairri I ies of such 
mappings. 
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4 . I Review of existing theory. 
We start. with some has i c (le f ini t I OilS 
'1.1.1 Definition 
Let F : R 	R he cOntinuouS and strictly iiirrvasi tig such that 
I (x + I) = I (x) + l 
If we pass to the quotient space RIZ 	S 1 , we obta in a 
continuous, one - one mapping of the circle f 
f is an orientation pr(ser?'zng I,omeomorpliismof the circle. 
Note 12 : The mapping f is not uniquely d e t e rmined  by f, the 
induced mapping, Si tice two such I di ffer i ng by an arhi trary 
integer constant induce the same f , and vice - versa. 
However, we can ensure that f is uniquely determined by using 
this arbitrariness to arrange that, for exampl e . 0 	f (0) < 1 
4.1.2 Definition 
Let f : 	be as in (4.1.1). Then, we define the rotat ion 
number of I, p (I), to be 
p (f) = urn !(fn(X) - x), for x E R. 
1i— 
Note 13 : p is, for such a mapping, independent of x. 
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4.1.3 Defirii Lion 
Let f be as in (4.1.1). Then, f has a cycle of period n if 
there exists x E R, p E fA, with 1 	p < n, (p, I)) = 1 such that 
f 11 (x) = x + p. 
In lii is case p ( 1) = 	( and coiive rse 1 y 
11 
4.1.4 Definition [La] 
Let f be as in (4.1.1). Then f is 1iliase - locled if f has a 
cycle of period n, for some U. 
4.1.5 Definition 
Let f he as in (4.1.1). Then, given x EP, the orbit of f at 
k 
X, is {f (x)} 10 . If, in addition f has a cycle of period ii for- 
this given x, then this orbit is a periodic orbit of period It 
which we write as {f k (x)}k 
n-i 
O. 
4.1.6 Definition (see for example [ilu] page 103) 
Let ni be a positive integer. Then we denote the number of 
positive integers not greater, than in, and coprime to in as 
p 	(III) . 
We call p the Euler phi - function (or toticul). 
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We shall be interested in two - parameter fami lies of such 
hoincoinorphisms, and in pdll icular, the "1 ikel iltood" of 
phase - locking in a quaii t. i tat. I ye sense. We slial I c-our 'nt. ra I e on 
two such  fain i 1 i es i v , the so - cal led ''S tatid;t id" map and oii' 
other. We have the following definition. 
4.1.7 Definition [La] 
We call the mappi ng 
1 K ci given by 
	
K 
Q (X) = x + Q + 	-;in 2 -Ax 	 (4.0), 
the standard map.  
Bearing in mind note 1 2 . we i-es ti I Ct Q to the 
interval [0, 1). 
We make some obse rva t ions about thi is mapping [La] 
1) For K = 0, the mapping is simply a rotation. 
K may be regarded as a imori - linearity parameter i . e . it 
measures the differenc e f jour a rotation.  
In order that f 	 is as in (4 . 1 . I) , we must
qu 
have I NI 4 I. 
This mapping has been studied 	extensively, iii particular 	by 
Arnol 'd [Ar], Lanford [La] and, 	most 	recently, by Ecke, 	Farmer 
and Uiiiberger [EF'U] 
We are interested, for fixed K, ii and p, in the set of Q for 
which f
K 	
has rotation number . It is widely documented (for 
example [La]) that this set is a closed interval. 
81) 
I f we draw a graph of K against ci, and indicate the regions 
where p 	 =, for various 12 , we obtain the so - called 
•liuold loliques. (The origin of this term is 
se lf - cv i(lertt [Ar]. 
Arno i'd also shows that as K — 0, the length of such 
intervals  is asymptotically C p,n I Ki n , whereas it has been shown 
by Davie [Da] 	that on allowing ii 	, the length is 
asyinptotical I  
Numerically, a table of values ( in fact the comb i ned lengths 
of all intervals, for given n, over all relevant p) can be found 
in Lanford [La]. 
In the following section, we outline the numerical techniques 
used in what, follows. There is an overlap wi th some of those used 
in [La]. 
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4.2 Numerical Methods. 
There are two ma iii riunierica I methods used in the foil owing. 
These are (a) Bi'eiit,'s algorithm, arid, 
(b) Newton - Ita iThson i te rat ion (in both one and two 
dimensions).  
These methods Wj I I be prog ranune(I in PASCAL - the procedures 
are drawn f roni [ PF'TV] 
(a) Brent's Algorithm. [I'F'TV] 
We start with it function f, and a triplet x 1 < x 2 < x.. such 
that f (x 2 ) is less than both f (x 1 ) and I (x3) - we refer to 
this as bracketing. The idea of this me thod is to combine inverse 
parabolic interpolation and go] :len section search, to find the 
minimum of f. We give  a summary of each of these at this stage. 
( 1 ) Inverse  Paraho I ic Interpolation. [ I'F'TV] 
Given three points (a, f (a)), ft. f (b)), and (c, f (c)), we 
call find the formula for the abscissa x which gives rise to tire 
minimum of a parabola through these points, provided that the 
points are not collinear. 
The idea of the method is, when given a bracketed triplet, to 
fit, a parabola through the points, and to replace one of them by 
(x, I (x)), bracketing in the process. The aim is to get closer 
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and close r to the abscissa giving rise to the minimum of the 
function, by successive i t.e rat ion. 
2 ) Co I dcii Sect i on Search. [ I'FTV] 
We note the go ldcii incaii ( uc I ion ) is given  by the number 
- = 	- 	 0.38197. 
Given a bracketed triple of points, the idea of the method is 
as follows. 
We try as the next estimate the one which is a fraction 1 
iii to Hie larger    of the two iii t. I Va I 	as men s U red from t Ii 1 len t in I 
po iii t 
Starting wit,h a triplet whose interval segments are not in 
the golden i-at 10. this method converges on i terat ion to that 	er 
Si tuat ion. 
The idea of Bient ' s method can be sunrumia r I sed as follows. We 
have at any one stage six function points i e 
a, b - the function minimum is bracketed by these points.  
x - time abscissa whose va lue has the latest func t ion III iii immini. 
w - the abscissa whose value has the the second least funct ion 
value. 
U - the point where the fumic t join was most recently evaluated. 
The scheme is to attempt (1) through x, V and w • For this to 
he acceptable, we impose the criterion that this must he within 
the interval (a, b), and must involve a move from current. x to 
new x less than half that at time previous stage. 
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If these cr1 teria fai I 	(2) is used. 
(b) Newton - ltaI)tlson Iteration . 
The particular case of one dimension is standard  and a 
discussion of it is omitted. We shall outline the 
multidimensional version ill the case n = 2. 
We are interested in finding roots of the simultaneous 
equations 
J f Q. 3') = 0 
g (x, y) = I). 
If we replace x by x + hx, and y  by y + by, we have to first 
order.  
OfOf 
f (x + bx, 'ç + by) = f (x, y) + — .bx + 	 anddy 





We try to find a solution (hx, by) of the equations formed by 
setting the right - hand side of these expressions equal to zero. 
On doing so, we replace x by x + bx, y by y + by, and 
iterate. 
Note 14 : The above method may either converge to the required 
(x, y) very efficiently, or may diverge spectacularly. Therefore, 
it is a good idea to take as starting value (x 0 , 	which we 
know to be a good approximation to (x, y) 
- 4 
4 3 Extension to the Theory. 
We extend the i(lflS of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 to a different 
mapping of the same sort as (4.0). We introduce a third parameter 
£ > 0, and define  
K 	
(x) = x + l + K (1 + 	+ sin 2itx)
-1 
As for the function (1.0) , we can make some observations 
about this mapping.  
1 ) The case K = 0 corresponds to a rotation. 
(2) There exists a critical value X,=  c 
 K ( c ) beyondndwhich the 
"str I ctiv inc reas i tig' condition breaks down. We show this in the 
fol lowing leiniiia. 
4.3.1 Lemma 
We consider the mapping (4. 1 ) . Then. the critical value 
referred to in (2) Is given  by, 
K(s) = Cr+ 0 ( 	) where C is a positive constant 
I n(lependent of r , as 	0+. 
1' roof 
G  yen f
K 	
as iii (4 . 1) 	we di f ferent i ate obtaining 
- 	2 
= 1 - hcos 2x/(1 + 	+ sin 2ix) 
This I-- ,, non - negative if and oii 1 y if 
Xcos 2x/(1 + 	+ sin 2x) 2 	1. 
This holds trivially when x = 	or x = 	the solutions of 
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cos 2nx = 0 on the interval [0, 1)). 
Ignoring these two cases we require that 
1 	3 
K < (1 + c + sin 2x)/cos 2x 	x E [0, 4) U (4, 1] 
K 	(1 + € + sin 21x)/cos 27x x E (1, 3) 
44 
To this  end we define the function k £ to he 
k(x) = (1 + E + sin 27x) 
2 
 /cos 27x ; x 	
1 	3 
, 	 . 
In particular, we shall be interested iii critical points of 
this function. 
Differentiating, we have k'(x) = 
2(1 + c + sin 2x)[2 + sin 2x sec 2 2x(1 + E + sin 2x)]. 
Critical points occur, therefore, where 
sin 2itx = -2cos 
2
27x/(1 + c + sin 27x) (< 0). 
Putting a = sin 27x, we wish to find negative solutions of 
the equation 
a = -2(1 - a 
2
)/(1 + E + a). 	 (4.2) 
Rearranging (4.2) , we find that this merely becomes the 
quadratic equation 
2 
of - ( 1 + £)a - 2 = 0. 
Applying the standard  quadratic formula. we have that 
a = 	[1 + 	± ((1 + 
	)2 	8)2]. 
Noting that a is negative, we must have that 
CL = 	[! + 	- (( 1 + 
	) 2 +  
We note further that sin 21tx = a has two solutions 
	
13 	 3 
on [0, 1), one in 	) , and one . n (, 1). We call these x 	 and 
x 2 respectively. 
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Let x 0 be the solution of sin 2ix = - > 0, in (0, 	). Then. 
	
we have that x 1 = 	+ x 0 , and. x 2 = I - x 0 . 
Therefore, we have that x = 	- x 1 . 
So, k (x 2 ) = (1 + 	+ sin 2i( 	- x 1 fl 2 /cos 2( 	- x 1 ) 
= -(1 + r + sin 2x 1 ) 2 /cos 2x 1 
= -k(x 1 ). 
So, we define K as the positive one of k (x ) and k (x, 2 ). 
C 	 1 	E  
Taking the positive square root, we can see that. 




We expand (4 .3) in powers of £ using the hi nom ial expansion. 
Throughout, we are interested in arbitrarily small E > 0, so 
there is no problem em vi tin validity.  
4(1 + 
	) 2 	8)2 = 	+ 2e + 
	2 ) 2 
= 311 + 	(2 	
+ 
	
2 )) 2 
= 3 1 + 	+ 0 
(E2 
 )),as 	0+. 
So, a = -1 + 	+ 0 (E: 
2 	
as £ 	0+. 
We expand both numerator and denominator of (4.1) in terms of 






=--€+0( 	),asc-tO+. 	 (4.5 ) 
(II) Denominator. 
2 	
(1 + 	+ 0 	
2))2 










= 	_ L 2 + 	(r 3 )) 2 , as 	0+, 
= () E 	(1 - 	+ 0 k )) 	, as r 	0+, 
= 	22 (1 + E 	+ 0 	
2)) 	
as 	0+. 	 (4.6) 
2 	 12 
Multiplying (4.5 ) and (4.6) together, we have 
1 —1 
162 	3 	32 2 	 2 
h= (—E + 0 (E 	(1 + 12 
+ 0 (E )), as r - 0+. 
So, K= 	 0 (r 2 ), as r 	0+. 
16 	32 
Defi iii ug C to he 	( ) 	coiiipletes the proof of the lemma. 
We proceed, in the following theorem, to give an expression 
for the lengths of phase - locked intervals at this critical 
value. 
4.3.2 Theorem 
Let, f 	be as in ('1. 1) with K = l' ( ) . Let ii 	2 and p he c 
such that 1 < p < ii and (p, ii) = I. Then, the set of Q for which 
p (f 
K 	
= 	, is a closed interval whi ch    has length given by
11 
+ 0 (c), as 	0+, where C is as in (4.3.1). 
j) ,-s,. 
The fact that this set is a closed interval is shown in the 
same way as for the standard map (4.0) (see for example [La] 
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We begin by noting that we can rewrite (4.1), with K = K as 
IKQC(x) = x + ! + 	(1 + 	- cos 2IIx - 	II), 1 	(1.7)2A 	 4 
where 1jull = dist (u, -7 ). It is (4.7) that we shall use 
th roughout  
So, defi n ing f 0
K Q 	





k 	 3 	1 
x + nl + 2ir (1 + 	- cos 2zll (x) - 	ll) , for ii 	i. 
k=O 
So, clef iii iig Q ( x ) to be the unique solution in [0. 1) of the 
equation f 	(x) = x + p, we call see that Q (x) is given 
i nip l icitly by Q (x) = 
- 	 + 	- cos 21f (x) - 
	11 )1. 
To f i nd the 1 ength of t.I,e in te rva I, we must f i tud t lie in in i 11111111 
and maximum of the set {Q ( x ) I x E [0, 1)) . To do this. it is 
enough, taking Q = 	( x ) , to maximise and minimise    respectively.  
the series, 
n-i 	
k 	 3 	1 
(I + r - cos 2 Illlf K Q,r(x) - 	lI) . 	 ( 4.8) 
k=0 
To do thi is we need the f  1 low i ng 1 emma 
4.3.3 Lemma 
Iii the above notat lou, given any orbit if 	(x) 	w ith 
f 	(x) = x + i, there exists at most one point of the orbit, 
u, say, sue II that 
3 	1 
lu - 11 < ( 4.9) 
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Proof 
We can easi I  ste that, on replacing the cosine iii (4.7). by 
its extreme values ±1, we obtain 
1 	3 	 3 	5 
p 	C2 2 p 	C2 2  -  --+O(c )!1---e+O( 	), asc-0+. 
ii 
 
2 -ri 	 ii 47 
Therefore Q = 	- r 	where r > 0 
11 	 C 
an(] r= 0 (c 2), as C — 0+. 
It, is also clear that., if we consider two adjacent points on 
the orbit, v 1 and N , 
2' 
 say. we have 
0' 	'20 = 	+ Q 
(2) 	
as E- 0+. 	 (1.10) 
We Suppose t hUt t t Iii' r 	cx i t S two p0 jilt. S Oil I Ii(. C) r hi i 	ii 	a 11 (1 
u 2 , say, satisfying (1.). 
Then, 
3 	 3 
1111 1 - 2 	II + 	1 11 2 	4 11 
I 
which, since we can choose c as small as we like. 
contradicts (4.10). 
So, the lemma is proved. 
Note 15 : We can easily see, further, that there need not exist 
	
such a point. For example, choose x = 	+ 	(which for n > 2, is 
4 3n 
in [0, 1)). Then, the adjacent point, in the anticlockwise 
direction, is at 	
- 	
, which violates (4.9), and, since all the 
4 311 
other points are at least as far away from x, we can see that x 
will do. 
We consider the two possibilities separately i.e. 
there is one such u satisfying ( 4 . 9 ) , and, 
there are none 
(a) If such a u exists, then it is the closest point on the 
orbit to 	. Without loss of generality, we can replace this orbit 
by the equ i val en t, orb it. 	i 	u ) ) k=O 	
replacing u by ti (mod 1 
if necessary. 
At this point, it is convenient to consider what happens if 
U = 3 , winch is a perfectly good such point. Let !1 = 	
3 
() . 'Ihen. 
(4.8) becomes, 
+ 	S (l + c - cos 2f 	(x) - 	il) . l 
k=l 	
h,c1, 	4 
By hypothesis, ilf(x) - 
for k = 1, 2, .... n  - I. 
So, since Dxii < 	by definition, we have 
cos 2iifKQe(X) - 	cos 2n 
So, we have that, 
-1 	 k 	 3 	-1 
(2 + c) 	< (1 + e - cos 2ltiifK Q(x) - 	ii) 
71 	-1 
(1 - cos 2n + 
So, (4.8) becomes the simpler series, 
ii - 1 
1 	 -1 	 fl 




1 Therefore, Q ( 	 ii 
 . E (a + c ) 
4 ii 	2fln 	2i 	k 
1 	3 
= p - 	 (t 2 ), as C 	0+. 	 (1.12) 
ii 2n 
Choose any u satisfy ing (4.9). Then. (4.8) is bounded above 
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Q (u) 	- 	+ 0 (c 2 ) 	as c 	0+. 	 (4.13) 
n 2iui 
(h) We have already seen, in note 15, that this case is 
possible. Then, (4.8) bcco:iies 
u-i 
(a(u) + c) 	, where 0 < 1 - cos 	a(u) < 2, in the 
k=0 
same way as before. 
So, Q (u) = 	+ 0 (), as t 	0+, 	 (4.14) 
11 
for all such ii. 
We combine the iesul ts of (4.12). (4.13) and (4.14). This 
euICOtiIf)U-ISSCS all [)OSSib1C u. 
3 
So, in an obvious notation. Q = P + 0 (). as t 
max n 
since we can choose c as small as we I i ke . Similarly,  
= P - c 	+ () ( t a ). as c 	0+, from (4.12) and (4.13), 
nit n 	in 	27n 
since this expression is attained at ii = 
Combining these two expressions, we can see that the length 
of the interval 	Q 
max 	miii 
- Q .,is given by 
1 	3 
- t + C) (e ). as c - 0+ as required. 
2in 
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4.4 Numerical Results. 
In this section, we illustrate  how we obtain numerically the 
length of phase - locked intervals for the mapping (4.1).  
Throughout, we use routines which are to be found with the 
appropriate modifications in [I'F'TV]. To avoid repetition in 
program listings, we list these at this stage. 
These are (I ) BRENT, which performs 13 rent ' s algorithm,  and 
MNEWT, which performs the Newton - Raphson 
iteration. 
In addition to these routines, we have the following original 
routines. These are, 
USRFUN, which evaluates the entries of the 
Newton - Raplison matrix in two dimensions,  
KCRITICAL, which evaluates the critical value 
FtINCX, which deals with function evaluations, 
NFIJNCX, which evaluates iterates of f. 
EUCLID, which evaluates (p, ii), and. 
STARTPT, which evaluates an initial trial Q, 
for the evaluation of Q 	and Q 
max 	Mill 
We now outline our main program (PROGRAM 1 ) . The jut for 
this program consists of the parameters K, i = 1 + E, n and p. We 
evaluate several values of 9 (x), for various values of x. We 
point out at this stage that restricting our range of x to any 
93 
interval of length one will (10. S rice Al relevant ci will arise 
from such an interval. 
We take the lowest (resp. lii ghesl ) value of ci (x) as our 
estimate of ci 	(resp. ci 	). 
max 
We now embark on the search For ci 	We evaluate f'(x) - x 
iii 1 fl 
at five equally spaced points in the 	[x0 , x 0 3. 
x 0 is the flea rest j te rate ( mod ul o 1 ) of the orbit, 
If k 
	
(0)}, to 0, where ci is our estimate of ci.. It is 
sufficient to restrict [0. 1) to [0, x 0 ], since, for any x, there 
wi 11 be one orbit po int ,  llIo(lu ho I . in this interval.  
We extend this to [x 0 , x] in case there is a tangency at 
0, which would be missed on bracketing. 
We now check for bracketed triplets as in section (4.2). When 
this occurs, we work out the minimum of f 
	
( x ) - x using 
Brent 's algorithm. 
To estimate the global minimum, we take the iiii n i mum of values 
evaluated by Brent, and the values at the two endpoints. 
What we have is an estimate of x which minimises 
(x) - x - p over this range. Given this x, we update ci by a 
single  one - dimensional Newton - Ra phison step. We perform this 
process several times so as to ensure that our pair (x, ci) is 
close to the required one. 
Having done this, we use our procedure MNEWT to update 
(x, ci) simultaneously  in a two - dimensional Newton - Raphson 




notation of (4.3.2). 
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We repeat t his procedure for Q ax c hang i iig our func t ion IF roni 
IF 	c(x) - x to x - f 	(x) accordingly - this is the purpose 
of the integer variable KAPPA 	it takes the value 0 for 
minimisation, and I for maximisation. 
We are now in a posit ion to give some results— We begin wi iii 
some resul t s i on e rn i uig the critical  vaI tie a t small values of E. 
We can easily see that the results give  good agreement with the 
theoretical results of (1.3.2), indicating that the leading term 
for the length of the interval is indeed independent of 
l. (TABLE 1) 
However, for s igul if icant 	, we caui see that there is in fact 
significant deviation between values of p, for the same ii. This 
is not unexpected. (TABLE 2 
The program works quite efficiently for t UP to around 1.5. 
Thereafter, we have convergence problems of the sort indicated in 
note 14. 
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4.5 Comparison of results. 
In this section we compare the results for the mappings 
I . 0 ) and ( 4 . 1 ) . The combined interval lengths  a N' to he found in 
Lanford [La]. We note that for mapping (4.0), the interval 
length, given n, for p is the same as for n - p. This does not 
occur for mapping (1.1). (the synunetry which exists for (4.0) 
does not exist for (4.1)) 
At this stage, we give results for individual pairs ii, p for 
the standard map. These are obtained using time ideas above. 
(TABLE 3) 
We shall he interested in behaviour at K = K 
C
, and, also for 
K less than K c . For our comparison, we shall use a value of in 
(4.1) which is significant. e = 0.1 will do for these purposes. 
We begin by recalling some information  regarding the standard 
map. A longer discussion can be found in Lanford [La] 
At the critical point ( K = 1 ) for the s tatida id map , numerical cal 
evidence suggests that phase - locking occurs except for a set of 
measure zero. This is in fact a theorem of Swiatek [Sw]. We have 
seen that, numerically, as for the standard map, the lengths of 
the intervals do not decrease sufficiently fast to verify this 
result. 
Note that our program omits the case it = 1. It is a simple 
matter to calculate this case. (For the standard map this case 
contributes a combined length of 
K
.) We are interested in this 
27, 
situation in the set of ci = ! ( x) (which we can limit once more 
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to an interval of length one) for which we have solutions of 
= x + {) 	p = 1, 2, 3, . 
Substituting, we have 
K 	 -1 
++siri2itx) 	=J). 
Therefore, it, is clear that Q lies in the interval () given 
K 	 K 	 -1 
by [p - p - (2 + r) 	]. 27E 2'n 
For our choice of titi i t interval 1, the required set of 
parameters 9 for which phase - locking occurs is given by 
	
00 	 0C 
I n(uO 	)=u (I nO). 
J)=l l)=1 
This union wi 1 1 actually comprise se at most two non - empty 
intervals.  We note that if E is stun I I , the required Set wi 1 1 
comprise nit I y one i nterva 1 . Putt i tig I = [0, 1 ) , 01 is the only 
relevant 0 
p
, and the interval has length, at the critical value 
3 
h , - c + 0 (c ), as c - 0+. Note that this is in line with the 
c 	2 
results of (4.3.2). In fact the sum of the lengths of the, at 
most, two intervals is the same as that of the interval given 
above. i.e. K 
	
- l - (2 + 	
)-1 
 }. 27 
As for the standard map, considering this matter away from 
K = K , we have strong numerical evidence to suggest that the 
situation is very different i.e. the Lehesgue measure of the 
union of thie cc (ii) intervals over all ii 	1 is significantly less 
than 1. (see TABLE 4) 
Finally, we consider the lengths of the actual intervals, for 
various p. given n. 
We sununarise the observations here. 
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For the standard itia ) , the contribution to phase - locking. 
for most values of ii, is largest when p = I. This is not nearly 
so significant for mapping (4.1). Unusually, for this mapping. 
P the values for - hear 1 and 1 are s i gii i f i cant 1 y sma 1 1 er than the 
rest - especially at I - -. The reason for this remains an open 
question. 
For small K . we find  that. th e intervals are very similar fo r  
different p, for fixed ii. This indicates the expected asytnptot ir 
power law i .e the interval has length asymptotic to C  K I as 
0+. (TABLE 5) This is the case because Be standard map 
(4.0) is exceptional iii that its Fourier series comprises only 
one term whereas that for mapping (4.1) is a full series. As a 
result, for the standard map, the term in K vanishes and we need 
to consider higher orders. It turns out as we have mentioned, 
that the highest non - vanishing order is that of order IK". So, 
in fact our mapping, though it appears more complicated. has, at 
least iii this situation, simpler dynamics. 
ROUTINES 
( *This works out the critical value 
of K bevcnd which the strictly 
increasing condition breaks down*) 
FUNCTION (4) KCRITICAL(Z:REAL):RzAL; 
VAR PI,X'J,Q:REAL; 
BEGIN 
P1: =4*APCTAN(  1) 
Q: =C 
WHILE ABS(Q-X0)>=IE-12 DO 
BEGIN 
Q: X; 
Xe: =ARCTAN( X )/( 2 *E  I 
END; 
KCPITIC.'L:SQR(_SIN(2*P[*X,H COS( 2 * PI * Xfl; 
END; 
(*Tt- S 	eaI5 w:tri f'rici:n eIa1rL*) 
FUNCTION (5) FUNCX(Z,Y:PEAL):FR.; 
BEGIN 
FUNCX: 7 Y+K/(2*P*(MUSiN(2*P*)fl; 
END; 
(*T1s 1terae5 the f uncr*) 





FOR L:l TO M DO 
Q:FUNCX(C,?) 
NFVNCX: rQ-Z; 
(*Check for nirmisatin v. rna..::m . .*) 
IF KAPPA=.' THEN 
NFUNCX: 
END; 
(.*This calculates the h.c.f 
of two positive integers*) 
FUNCTION (7) EUCLID(A,B:INTEGER):INTEGER; 
VAR C:INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WHILE B>0 DO 
BEGIN 
A; 









(*PFTV : Given a function, and 
given a bracketing triplet of*) 
(*abscissae, this routine isolates 
its minimum to a precision*) 
(*f TOL*) 
FUNCTION (1) BRENT(AX,BX,CX,TOL:REAL; 
VAR XMIN:REAL) :REAL; 
LABEL 1,2,3; 




(*A small constant which guards 
against trying to achieve*) 
(*accuracy for an exact! -.,, zero minimum*) 
ZEPS=LE-12 
VAR A,B,D,E,ETEMP:REAL; 
FU, FV, FW, FX : REAL; 
!TER: INTEGER; 
P,Q,R,TOL1.,TOL2:PEAL 
U , V , , X, XM: PEAL; 
(*ordey :t A and 3*) 
FUNCTION SIGN(A,B:REAL) :REAL; 
BEGIN 





IF -X<CX THEN 
AX 
ELSE A:CX; 






(*Distance moved on the step before Last*) 
E: 0; 
FX: NFUNCX ( X ,OMEGA, M); 
FV: =FX; 
FW: FX; 
FOR ITER:1 TO ITMAX DO 
BEGIN 
XM: (A+B)/2; 
TOLl: TOL*ABS( X)+ZEPS; 
TOL2 : 2 *TOL1. 
(*Test for end of procedure*) 
IF (ABS(X-XM)<=(TOL2-(B-A)12)) THEN 
GOTO 3; 
1 
(*Trial parabolic fit*) 
IF ABS(E)>TOLI THEN 
BEGIN 
R : =(X_W)*(FXFV) 
Q : =(X_V)*(FX_FW) 
P: ( X-V) *Q_ ( X-W) *R; 
Q:=2*(Q_R) 





(*Test for acceptability of 
IF ((ABS(P)>ABS(Q*ETEMPI 2)) 
(P<=Q*(A_X)) OR (p>rQ*(B_X)) 
GOTO 1; 










(*GOiderj section search*) 




(kJ is calculated by one or other cf the met ds*) 




(*,Analysis of function evaluatcn*) 
IF FU<=FX THEN 
BEGIN 











IF U<X THEN 
A: - U 
ELSE B:U; 
IF ((FU<=FW) OR (W=X)) THEN 
BEGIN 








END; END ; END 
(*Exit here with best value*) 
3: XMIN: X; 
BRENT: FX; 
END; 
(*Evaluation of starting omega*) 
FUNCTION (8) ST ART PT(XST: REAL; M,P:INTEGER):REAL;  
VAR X,XG,Xl:REAL; 
BEGIN 
(*Check that we evaluate the function - not minus it * ) 
KAPPA: 3; 
(*B; , section procedure*) 
XO : =-l/2 
WHILE ABS(XO-X1)>E - L2 DO 
BEGIN 
x:=(XOXL) 2 






(*Calcu1ajOfl of the entries of the Newton matrix*) 
PROCEDURE (3) USRFUN ( K: GLNARRAI; 
VAR ALPHA: GLNBIN;VAR BETA:GLNAPRAY) 
VAR L:INTEGER; 
Fl,F2 ,F3,F4,F5 :ARRAY[ 3 	100] OF REAL: 
BEGIN 
Fl []]: =X[ 1]; 
FOR L:l TO M DO 
BEGIN 
F1[L1 : =F1[L_i]+X[21+K/(2*Pi*(MU+SIN(2*Pj*{L_t in); 
END; 
F2 1 0 ] : 1 
FOR L: 	TO M DO 
BEGIN 
J : F1 (L-1 ] ; 
F2[L] : F2[L_11_K*F2l]*COS(2*PI*J)(SQR(MU+S1N(2**)n 
END; 
F3 [0]: 
FOR L: 	TO M DO 
BEGIN 
J:F1[L- 1 ] 
F 3[L] : i + F3[L_ll_K*F3[L_i]*COS(2*P 1 *J)/(SQR(S"2**j))); 
END; 
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F4(01 : =0; 









FOR L:L TOM DO 
BEGN 
J : =FL I 
F5[Lj:=F5[L_1[_R*(F5(LL)*COS(2*PI*)/ 





ALPHA[ 1,11 :F2[Mi - 1 
ALPHA[ 1,2 [ : F3 [Mi; 
ALPNA[ 2,1]: F4 [MI; 
ALPHA[ 2,2 [: zF5 [ M 
BETAf 1[ : =P'- X{ I [-FL [Ml 
BETAI2] :=1 - F2[M[ 
END; 
( * Execution of Newton methcd*) 
PROCEDURE MNEWT(NTRIAL:INTEGEP;VAR X:GLNARRA?;TOLX,TOLF:?EAL) 
LABEL 99; 
VAR I,L:INTEGER; 
ERRX, ERR F: REAi.; 
BECIN 
FT L: 	TO NTPLL DO 
BEGIN 
CJSRFUN( X ,ALPHA, BETA) 
ERR F: D; 
FOR I:L TO 2 DO 
ERRF:ERRF+A3S(BETA[ ii); 
(*Check for tolerances*) 
IF ERRF<=TOLF THEN 
GOTO 99; 
DET: =ALPHA[ 1,1] *ALPHA[ 2,2 [-ALPHA 12,11 *ALPHA[ 1,2]; 
A1:=(ALpHA[2,2]*BETA[1[_ALPFIA[ 1 , 2 ] * BETA[ 2 ])/DET 
A2 : (-ALPHA[ 2, 1 ]*BETA[ 1 [+ALPHA[ 1,1 [*BETA[ 2] )/DET; 
BETA[ 1]: A1 
BETA[ 21: A2; 
ERRX: 0; 
FOR I:1 TO 2 DO 
BEGIN 
ERRX:EPRX+ABS(BETA[I]); 
XII]: X[ I ]+BETA( IJ 
END; 





PROGRAM KCNENK13( INPUT,OUTPUT); 
LABEL 99; 
TYPE GLNARRAYARRAYE1..2 OF REAL; 
GLNBYN=ARRAY[l..2,1..2] OF REAL; 
VAR SCALE,XLEFT,XRIGHT,BMIN,BMAX,U, 
K ,Q, KAPPA, U, NEAR , X , LEFT , R IGHT, DET 
Al ,A2 ,MIN:REAL; 
VAR J,MAX,PI,ETOTAL,PHI,CHI,OMEGA:?EAL; 
L,I ,M,?,T: INTEGER; 
BETA, X :GLNARRAY; 
ALPA:CLNBYN; 
E:APRAY[2. . ivO] OF REAL; 
Bl:ARRAYI I . . t')] OF REAL; 
F,G:ARPA?). . I0 OF REAL; 
Y,ITEPAPRAf:ARRAY[-l. .4] OF REAL; 
(*This works out the critical value of 
K beyond which the strictly 
increasing condition breaks down*) 
FUNCTION ECRITICAL(Z:PEAL):REAL; 
(*T-j5 deals witn function evaivati. ns*) 
FUNCTION FUNCX(Z,?:REAL):REAL; 
(*Tflj5 iterates the funotL(-- fl*) 
FUNCTION NFUNCX(Z,':?EAL;M:iN'(ER):PEAL: 
(*Thscacu1ates the h.c.t 
ot wo ps:v;e ineger;*) 
FUNC ION EUCL ID(A, B: INTEGER) : :NTEGE?; 
(*PPTV : Given a function, and 
given a oracketinj triplet of*) 
this routine isoaes 
its mir..irnurn to a preclslor L *) 
(*f TOL*) 
FUNCTION BRENT(AX,BX,CX,TOL:PEAiv 
VA? XM:N: PEAL) :REAL; 
(*EJaIuaon of starting omega*) 
FUNCTION STARTPT(XST:REAL;N1,?:INTE(IEP):REAL: 
(*Calculation of the entries of the Newton matrix*) 
PROCEDURE USRFUN(X :GLNARRAY; 
VAR ALPHA:GLNBYN;VAR BETA:GLNARRAY); 
(*Execution of Newton method*) 




P1: 4*ARCTAN( 1); 
WRITELN; 
(*Input of Mu - the third parameter*) 
READ(MU); 
(*Check for valid.ity*) 




e4' -R 	value is ',i<:10:6); 
PEAD(SCALE); 
K: =KSCALE; 
IF ((SCALE<O) OR (SCALE>l)) THEN 
GOTO 9); 
ETOT:=(R,'(2 * PI * (MU_1)))_(K/(2 * PI * (MU+l))); 
FORM:2 TO 15 DO 
BEGIN 
(*Tflitialaion of sun, of lenoths 




P: =1 TO H DO 
BEGIN 
IF' EIJC[ID(M,P). THEN 
BE I N 
(*Calculation of starting point*) 
FOP ::= TO O DO 
BEGN 
: :STAFcT?T((I-) 1,H,?); 
F' N 
(*Sear.. 	for 	he rnir:rnm 	f 	•*) 
FOP ::=: TO DO 
IN 
: 	B L 	<2•N TP.EN 
I N: r  3 
BMAX : 
(*Search for the rna:<imirn cf tnes) 
FOR := TO 1J DO 
BEGN 




(*One dimension Netor - Raphson !:)op*) 
FOR I:I TO 2 DO 
BEG: N 
(*Near point search*) 
XI: = 1: 
FOR T:1 TO M-1 DO 
BEGIN 
Xi: X1+OMEGA+K,' ( 2*PI* (MUSIN( 2*?: *>'' ) ) 
IF Xi>]. THEN 





FOR I:-L TO 4 DO 
Y[ I] : NEAR*I/3 ; 
i scret I sat on 
FOR I:-1 TO 4 DO 
3 EG IN 
KAPPA: =0; 
ITERARRAY I ]:NFtJNCX(Y(I],OMEGA,N) 
END; 
KAPPA: = 
(*Check for bracketiri a*) 
FOR I:0 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
IF ((ITERARPAY[t]<=ITEPAPRAY(T - lj) 
AND (ITER.ARRAY[ I }<TEPARRAY[ 1+1 )) THEN 
BEGIN 
IF MIN>BRENT(?[ tl , Y[ I ] ,Y[ I-I I, IE-12 ,PHI) THEN 
M:N: BPENT( Y, 1-1 , Y[ I ] , Y I I1 , IE-1 2, PHI 
END; 
END; 
(*E..akuat:.n at endp:it; when ri' bracketing*) 
IF MINfl THEN 
BEGIN 
IF ITERAR?.Ai - I1<:TERARP'4 THEN 
BEG r N 
PHI :=1 -L 
END 
ELSE BEGT 





IF MIN>ITERA?RAY-l) THEN 
MIN:ITEPARRAY[-l]; 
IF MIN>ITERARRAY[4] THEN 
MIN:ITERARRA( 3); 
END; 
(*One - dimensional Newton - Raphson method*) 
F[ 0]: PHI 
FOR T:1 TO M DO 
BEGIN 
F[TJ :F[T - 1 iOMEGAK/(2*PI*(MU+SIN(2*PI*F[T_1])  )) 
END; 
G [0 ] : =0; 
FOR T:1 TO M DO 
BEGIN 
l5 
G[Ti:T_H_K *G[T_L*C0S( 2* PI * F[T_i]); / 
(SQP(UrSIN(2 * PI*F[T_L))); 
END; 
Q: OMEGA; 
OMEGA: =OMECA - (F[M] - ?HI - ?)'(G[MJ); 
END; 
X[11: =PHI ;  
X 2 ] : OMEGA; 





(*Simar doc u me r~ ta!_- i%Dr, can be made 
for max lmL sat j0k 
FOR L: 	TO 2 DO 
BEGIN 
Xi : = 0 
FOR T: = '_ TO M-L DO 
BEGIN 
IF XL> ThEN 
:< 1: = 	- 




FOR I:=- TO 4 DO 
Y r l]:NEA*I 3; 
FOR t:=-I TO 4 DO 
BEGIN 
ITERARRAY I J:N NC:<(Y 
END; 
FOR I: 	TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
IF ((ITERAPRAV[I]>=ITEP.ARRAYt: - IH AND 
(ITERARRAYI I >ITERARRAY{ 1+1])) THEN 
BEGIN 
KAPPA: 1; 
IF (MAX<= - BRENT(Yt I-I 	,Y[ I- 
IE-12,CHI)) THEN 




IF MAX-99 THEN 
BEGIN 
IF ITERARRAY[ -1 J>ITERARPAY[ 4 ] THEN 
L') 6 
BEGIN 
CHI:.?[ - j; 
END 
ELSE BEGIN 




IF MAX<ITEPARRAY[-I] THEN 
MAX: TERARRAY[ - 1]; 
IF MAx<:TERARRAY[4] THEN 
MAX:ITERAPY[ 4]; 
END; 
F]O j : CHI 




G [ 	: = 0 
FOR T:-' TO N DO 
BEGIN 
G{Ti : 1GT_11+OMECA_*C{T_I]*COS(2*PI*FrT_I) 
END: 
0: =OMEG: 
OMECA:=OMECA - (F[Nj -Ci-iI - ?)iM]; 
END; 
X[i ] : CH 
X[ 2 ] : =OEGA; 
XLEFT:=X[ 
LEFT: X 2 
RTELN(M,?,LEFT:iD:6,RHT:iOH,T-LEPT:i):6) 
(*Upda ,:._~ ng combined lengths*) 




(*T!pdatr 	fraction of ome ga interval 
phase - licked gi v en m*) 
ETOTAL: ETOTALE[M 1; 
END; 
WIUTELN( The total length of omega 
interval occupied); 






Critical 	value 	is 0.000069 SCALE=! 
N P 
2 1 0.494518 0.499989 0.005471 
3 1 0.329675 0.333317 0.003642 
3 2 0 .66302 0.666650 0.003642 
3 1 0.247253 3.249978 0.002725 
4 3 0.747253 3.743974 0.032725 
5 1 0.1978ñ0 0.199973 0.002173 
5 2 0.39779) 0.399973 0.002173 
5 3 0.59779) 0.599973 0.332173 
5 4 0.797799 0.799973 0.002174 
6 1 0.164830 0.166634 0.001804 
6 5 0.831496 0.833301 0.001805 
7 1 0.14127) 0.13281) 0.001543 
7 2 0.'94136 0.285676 0.031540 
7 3 1.126)93 'D.-124533 0.001540 
7 4 0.5685L '3.7139L 3.001540 
7 5 0.712703 0.74248 0.001c40 
7 6 0.955564 0.857105 0.00541 
8 1 0.123616 0.124957 0.0:1210 
4 3 0.373616 0.374957 0.001341 
3 5 0.623616 0.624957 0.001341 
3 7 3.873615 0.374357 0.0:1342 
9 1 0.109873 0. 113063 0.01185 
9 2 0.220983 0.222174 0.001185 
9 4 0.443213 3444396 0.001186 
9 5 0.554322 0.555507 0.001185 
9 7 0.776544 0.777729 0.001185 
3 8 0.887654 0.888840 0.301186 
1) 1 0.098887 0.099946 0.001059 
10 3 0.298886 0.299946 0.001061 
10 7 0.698886 0.699946 0.001060 
10 9 0.898885 0.899936 0.001061 
103 
N P 
11 1 0.089994 1.090850 0.000956 
ii 2 0.180802 0.181759 11.000957 
11 3 0.271711 0.272668 0.000957 
11 4 0.362621 0.363577 0.000957 
11 5 1.353528 0.354486 0.000958 
11 6 0.544431 0.545396 0.000956 
11 7 0.635347 0.636304 0.000958 
11 8 0.726256 0.727214 0.000958 
11 9 0.817166 3.818123 0.000957 
11 10 0.908073 0.909032 0.000958 
12 1 0.082400 0.08326) 0.000870 
12 5 0.315732 0.416603 0.00871 
12 7 0.582398 0.583269 0.000871 
12 11 0.315730 0.916602 0.000872 
13 1 0.076058 0.076854 0.000796 
13 2 0.152990 0.153777 0.000737 
13 3 0.229902 r 	23070) 0.000739 
13 4 0.306824 f.307623 0.00)798 
13 5 0.383739 2.394546 0.00)793 
13 6 0.360670 0. 46146 1 0079') 
13 7 0.537536 0.538393 0.300736 
13 9 0.614519 3.615315 0.003797 
13 9 0.691432 '62233 0.000797 
13 10 3.768365 :.769162 0.333737 
13 11 3.945287 3.946085 0.0)0798 
13 12 0.922208 0.923007 0.000793 
14 1 0.070622 3.071355 0.000733 
14 3 2.213479 0.214212 3.330734 
11 5 '.356336 0.35726? 0.000733 
14 9 0.642047 0.642783 0.000735 
13 11 0.784905 0.785640 0.300735 
14 13 0.927760 0.928497 0.000736 
15 1 0.065911 0.066588 0.000677 
15 2 0.132575 0.133254 0.000679 
15 4 0.265910 0.266588 0.000678 
15 7 0.365906 0.366587 0.000681 
15 8 0.532577 0.533255 0.000677 
15 11 0.732573 0.733254 0.000680 
15 13 0.865908 0.866587 0.000679 
15 14 0.932572 0.933253 0.000681 
The total length of omega interval occupied 





Critical 	value 	is 0.063428 SCALE=L 
N P 
2 1 0.342051 0.489957 0.047936 
3 1 0.291963 0.319557 0.027595 
3 2 0.624674 0.652407 0.027733 
4 1 0.216382 0.233776 0.017394 
4 3 0.714531 0.731985 0.017454 
5 1 0.170737 0.182399 0.011661 
5 2 0.36015 0.380520 0.011506 
5 3 0.569590 0.581153 0.011563 
5 4 0.767069 0.778608 0.011539 
6 1 0.140156 0.148394 0.008238 
6 5 0.800883 0.808904 0.008021 
7 1 0.118234 0.124327 0.006083 
7 2 0.258502 0.264371 0.00586) 
7 3 0.39448 0.405259 0.005812 
7 4 0.535305 0.551260 0.005955 
7 5 0.686648 0.692534 0.005886 
7 6 0.823077 0.829305 0.005828 
8 1 0.101787 3.1( , 6445 0.0)4658 
8 3 C.34)104 3.353587 0.004333 
8 5 0.597610 0.60252 0.004442 
8 7 0.840679 084485 0.034336 
9 1 0.088986 0.092661 0.303674 
9 2 0.197039 0.200581 3.003532 
9 3 0.314919 0.419294 0.003376 
9 5 0.531673 0.535232 0.003563 
9 7 0.750358 0.753861 0.003503 
9 8 0.852820 0.856023 0.003203 
10 1 0.078756 0.081725 0.002963 
10 3 0.273178 0.275943 0.002765 
10 7 0.675079 0.677906 0.002827 
10 9 0.861794 0.863181 0.002387 
111-1 
N P 
11 1 0.070401 0.072847 0.002446 
11 2 0.158068 0.160427 0.002359 
11 3 0.248443 0.250761 0.002318 
11 4 0.339871 0.342192 0.002321 
11 5 0.423878 0.425956 0.002078 
11 6 0.523007 0.525367 0.002360 
11 7 0.608809 0.611029 0.012221 
11 8 0.700517 0.702809 0.002293 
11 9 0.:89888 0.792199 0.002311 
11 10 0.863446 0.870219 0.001773 
12 1 0.063454 0.065503 0.002039 
12 5 0.390721 0.392639 0.001918 
12 7 0.558609 0.560551 0.001942 
12 11 0.373373 0.874682 0.001312 
13 1 0.057592 0.059331 0.001740 
13 2 0.131197 0.132880 0.001683 
13 3 0.205641 0.207235 0.001594 
13 4 0.280222 0.281723 0.001571 
13 5 0.359371 0.360995 0.001623 
13 6 0.423415 0.430746 0.001331 
13 7 0.517049 0.518715 0.001666 
13 8 0.590366 0.592094 0.001627 
13 9 0.668862 0.670492 0.001631 
13 10 0.743740 (1.745364 (1.001624 
13 11 0.816333 (1.818042 0.301617 
13 12 0.977009 C .877978 0.007377 
14 1 0.052582 0.054077 0.001495 
14 3 0.191037 0.192445 0.001408 
13 5 0.333633 0.336029 0.001395 
14 9 0.614499 0.615734 0.001246 
14 11 0.758515 0.759888 0.001373 
14 13 0.879700 0.880419 0.000719 
15 1 0.038254 0.049552 0.001298 
15 2 0.111576 0.112835 0.001259 
15 4 0.233732 0.244935 0.001203 
15 7 0.332979 0.333857 0.000878 
15 8 0.512724 0.513957 0.001233 
15 11 0.706177 0.707312 0.001135 
15 13 0.835166 0.836322 0.001155 
15 14 0.881700 0.882237 0.000537 
The total length of omega interval occupied 





N 	 P I OK 
2 1 1 0.499602 0.500398 0.000795 
2 	 1 5 0.490251 0.509749 0.019499 
2 1 10 0.463017 0.536983 0.073966 
3 	 1 1 0.333545 0.333580 0.000035 
3 1 5 0.336663 0.340899 0.003237 
3 	 1 10 0.336665 0.367224 0.03055) 
4 1 1 0.250396 0.250398 0.000002 
4 	 1 5 0.259010 0.260232 0.001221 
4 1 10 0.276212 0.292064 0.015353 
5 	 1 1 0.200547 0.200547 0.000000 
5 2 1 0.400128 0.400129 0.000000 
5 	 1 5 0.212971 0.213300 0.000429 
5 2 5 0.402608 0.402961 0.000353 
5 	 1 10 0.242160 0.251481 0.00)321 
5 2 10 u.402331 0.312554 0.010224 
6 	 1 1 0.167354 0.167354 0.c:000c 
6 1 5 0.182976 0.183152 0.000176 
6 	 1 10 0.221022 0.226963 0.005946 
7 1 1 0.143681 '2.143681 0.000200 
7 	 2 1 (J.286031 0• 236031 0.000000 
7 3 1 0.429661 0.429661 ').000'202 
7 	 1 5 C .16216) 0.162251 0.o00032 
7 2 5 1.293314 0.29335 0.002145 
7 	 3 5 0.430164 fl .43)208 0.200244 
7 1 1) 0.216998 2.211219 .0')412 
2 10 0.309388 '2.314222 0.004334 
7 	 3 10 0.426674 0.431435 0.304811 
8 1 1 0.125957 0.125957 C'. 000030 
9 	 3 1 0.375164 0.37516-1 0.000000 
8 1 5 0.147274 0.147116 3. 0Ou':42 
8 	 3 5 0.378784 u.379799 0.000016 
8 1 12 0. 197226 0.200063 0. 032942 
8 	 3 10 0.386347 0. 390 134 2.003687 
9 1 1 0.112199 0.112199 0.00)310 
9 	 2 1 0.222696 0.222696 0.00)000 
9 4 1 0.444513 0).444513 0.000200 
9 	 1 5 0.135749 0.135772 0.000024 
9 2 5 0.233673 '3.233681 0.000008 
9 	 3 5 0.345339 0.445347 0.00)007 
9 1 10 0.190151 0.192232 0.002081 
9 	 2 10 0.261395 0.263092 0.002697 
9 4 10 0.438745 0.441314 0.002669 
113 
N P 10K 
10 1 1 0.101217 0.101217 0.000000 
10 3 1 0.300289 0.300289 0.000000 
10 1 5 0.127023 0.127038 0.000014 
10 3 5 0.306892 0.306894 3.000003 
10 1 10 0.183868 0.186437 0.001569 
10 3 10 0.320762 0.322951 0.002189 
11 1 1 0.092254 0.092254 0.000000 
11 2 1 0.182436 0.182436 0.000000 
11 3 1 0.273072 0.273072 0.000000 
11 4 1 0.363818 0.363813 0.000000 
11 5 1 0.454601 0.464601 0.000300 
11 1 5 0.120159 0.120163 0.0001)09 
2 5 0.196645 0.196646 0.000002 
11 3 5 0.281034 0.281046 0.000001 
11 4 5 0.367903 0. 367904 1.000001 
11 5 5 0.454925 0.454926 0.000001 
11 1 10 0.180822 0.182033 0.001211 
11 2 10 0.233192 0.234844 0.061661 
11 3 10 0.301724 0. 30 3526 3.001802 
11 4 10 0.379475 0.38126? 0.001794 
11 5 10 0.445667 0.447304 0.u0636 
12 1 1 3 .083805 '3.384305 0.03? 33 3 
12 5 1 0.416772 0.416772 6.000003 
12 i 5 0.114660 0.1 14666 6.003036 
12 5 5 0.418779 0.413773 0.600wlO 
12 1 10 0.177656 0.1785? 0.033953 
12 5 10 6.419738 0.421321 3.001523 
13 1 1 0.078521 c.:7352: 0.0000:0 
13 2 1 0.154632 0.154632 3.30000') 
13 3 1 0.231218 3.231219 0.000000 
13 4 1 0.307967 0.307367 0.00330') 
13 5 1 0.334;66 D.3e476 0.3000:3 
13 6 1 0.161585 0.461585 3.000 0 JO 
13 1 5 0.110189 0.110194 0.000004 
13 2 5 0.171753 0.171750 0.000000 
13 3 5 0.241622 0.241 	22 0.000000 
13 4 5 0.313199 0.314:99 0.000000 
13 5 5 0.388016 0.388016 0.000000 
13 6 5 0.461505 0.461505 0.000000 
13 1 10 0.175134 0.175398 0.000764 
13 2 10 0.215169 0.216265 0.001096 
13 3 10 0.267702 0.268898 0.001196 
13 4 10 0.326215 13.327403 0.001188 
13 5 10 0.394465 0.395757 6.001292 
13 6 10 0.450011 0.451086 0.001375 
113 
N P 10K 
14 1 1 0.073151 0.073151 0.000000 
14 3 1 0.214784 0214784 0.000000 
14 5 1 0.357334 0.357334 0.00000) 
14 1 5 0.106507 0.136510 0.000003 
14 3 5 0.226330 3.226330 0.000000 
14 5 5 0.361694 0.361694 0.000000 
14 1 10 0.173092 .173713 0.000621 
14 3 10 0.257069 0.258094 0.001024 
13 5 10 0.375726 0.376731 0.001015 
15 1 1 0.068513 0.063513 0.000000 
15 2 1 0.134224 0.134224 .000000 
15 3 1 0.267024 0.267024 0.000000 
15 7 1 0.466706 3.466706 0.00000) 
15 1 5 0. 103440 3.133343 0.000002 
15 2 5 3. 154082 0. 154182 0.000000 
15 4 5 0.275324 0.275323 1.000000 
15 7 5 0.466283 0.466283 0.000000 
15 1 10 0.171416 0.171928 0.000512 
15 2 10 0.202974 0.203754 0.030760 
15 4 10 0.298283 1.299174 0.013870 
15 7 10 0.352915 0.453658 0.030743 
TABLE 4 
MU I. 1 
Critical value is 0.069428 	SCALE=0.l 
N P 
2 1 0.394212 0.398995 0.004784 
3 1 0.329192 0.331933 0.002730 
3 2 0.662520 0.665261 0.002741 
4 1 0.246611 0.248297 0.001686 
4 3 0.746596 0.748279 0.001683 
5 1 0.197013 0.198082 0.001069 
5 2 0.396997 0.398059 0.001062 
5 3 0.57001. 0.598066 0.001065 
5 4 0.7)6985 0.798042 0.001058 
6 1 0.163913 0.164602 0.000688 
6 5 0.830536 0.831205 0.003663 
7 1 0.140243 0.140696 0.000449 
7 2 0.233073 0.283512 0.000434 
7 3 0.425921 0.426349 0.000423 
7 4 0.568802 0.569243 0.00)441 
7 5 0.71545 3.712:81 0.300436 
7 6 0.354472 0.854893 3.3:0421 
3 1 0.122434 3.122778 0.0002)4 
8 3 0.372451 0.372734 0.000283 
3 5 0.62243? 0.622'15 0.000275 
8 7 0.872402 0.872666 0.303264 
9 1 0.138657 0.108352 0.000195 
9 2 0.219729 0.219910 0.000181 
3 4 0.441917 0.342387 0.000171 
9 5 0.553076 0.553265 0.000183 
9 7 0.775264 0.775344 0.00018) 
9 8 0.886332 0.886496 0.000163 
10 1 0.397588 0.097719 0.000130 
10 3 0.297521 0.297633 0.000111 
10 7 3.697538 0.697659 0.000121 
10 9 0.897365 0.897566 0.000101 
115 
N P 
11 1 0.088527 0.088616 0.000088 
11 2 0.179389 0.179465 0.000077 
11 3 0.270289 0.270367 0.000078 
11 4 0.361204 0.361285 0.000081 
11 5 0 	452058 0.452125 0.000067 
11 6 0.533041 0.543125 0.000084 
11 7 0.633896 0.633966 0.000070 
11 8 0.724812 0.724884 0.000072 
11 9 0.815712 0.815786 0.000074 
11 10 0.306565 0.906627 0.000062 
12 1 0.080974 0.031034 0.000060 
12 5 0.414223 0.414274 0.J0049 
12 7 0.5909:3 0.580952 0.000048 
12 11 0.914143 0.914181 0.000038 
13 1 0.074582 0.073623 .000041 
13 2 0.151-`? 0.151482 0.000031 
13 3 0.228343 0.228373 0.000030 
13 4 0.305245 0.305272 0.000029 
13 5 0.392137 0.382219 .000031 
13 6 0.45906) 0. 	035 0.000025 
13 7 0.536081 0.36120 0.00u039 
13 8 0.612958 0.61299L 00033 
13 9 0.6899) 0.639936 '0.000036 
13 10 0.7663:2 0.766336 0.300034 
13 11 0.843694 0.843724 0.000031 
13 12 0.20551 0.920573 0.010023 
14 1 0.0691:1 0.069130 0.00002? 
14 3 0.211882 0.211904 0.000023 
14 5 0.354749 0.354774 0.000025 
13 9 0.630406 0.640423 0. 	00017 
14 11 0.783274 0.733293 0.000019 
14 13 0.926040 0.926053 0.000014 
15 1 0.064352 0.063372 0.000020 
15 2 0.130956 0.130971 0.000015 
15 4 0.264269 0.264285 0.000016 
15 7 0.464184 0.464194 0.00000? 
15 8 0.530974 0.530992 0.000019 
15 11 0.730894 0.730906 0.000012 
15 13 0.864203 0.864217 0.000013 
15 13 0.930794 0.930802 0.000008 
The total length of omega interval occupied 





Critica va'ue i s 	0.063423 	CALE=).01 
N P 
2 1 0.499421 0.499900 0.000479 
3 1 0.33291) 0.333193 0.000274 
3 2 0.666252 0.666526 0.000274 
4 1 0.239660 0.239823 0.000168 
4 3 0.743660 0.74)829 0.000168 
5 0.i3970 0.199806 0.003106 
5 2 7.399700 0.399806 0.000106 
5 3 0. 	997C0 0.59)806 0.000106 
4 12. 799710 0.799806 0.000136 
6 1 0.1-663Y ,  0.166457 0.000068 
6 5 0.333056 0.833123 0.000068 
425?4 -1263 7, 0.000033 
7 2 0.29545: .243491 0.000043 
7 .423334 .423351 0.00O43 
7 4 .Ti16 .208 0.000043 
4765 3.000043 
7 6 3. . 	 6)22 0.002043 
9 .1:4703 0.000029 
9 3 . 37474 . 374772 0. 
8 5 0.62473 1.624772 0.300028 
3 7 7.974744 . 474772 0.000028 
I 1.11786: 1. :1797) 0.000018 
221972 .22 	'-1'? ,- 0.000018 
? 4 .444194 7.444212 3.000019 
9 5 .555306 0.555324 0.000014 
9 7 7.777527 0.777545 0.000018 
9 8 3.888633 7.888656 0.000318 
10 1 0.093754 0.099765 0.000012 
10 3 0.299753 3.299764 0.000011 
10 7 0.699753 0.699765 0.000011 
13 9 3.899752 0.899763 0.000011 
117 
N P 
11 1 0.090665 0.090672 0.000007 
11 2 0.181574 0.181581 0.000007 
11 3 0.272483 0.272490 0.000007 
11 3 0.363392 0.363399 0.000007 
11 5 0.454300 0.454308 0.000007 
11 6 0.545210 0.545218 0.000007 
11 7 0.636119 0.636126 0.000307 
11 8 0.727028 0.727035 0.000007 
11 9 0.817937 0.817944 0.000007 
11 10 0.908845 0.908853 0.000007 
12 1 0.083091 0.083095 0.300005 
12 5 0.416423 0.416428 0.000005 
12 7 0.583090 0.583095 0.000005 
12 11 0.916422 0.916427 0.000005 
13 1 0.076681 0.076684 0.000003 
13 2 0.153604 0.153607 0.000003 
13 3 0.230527 0.230530 0.000003 
13 4 0.30744? 3.307452 3.000003 
13 5 0.384373 '3.384376 0.000003 
13 6 0.461295 0.361293 0.000003 
13 7 0.538219 0D.53222 3.003003 
13 8 0.615142 0.615145 0.000003 
13 9 0.632065 3.692068 0 .0000L3 
13 10 0.768288 3.768991 0. 900CO3 
13 11 0.845911 :.45314  3.030003 
13 12 0.922833 3.922336 0.030003 
14 1 0.071187 0.071190 '3.000002 
14 3 0.214C44 0.214046 0.00u002 
14 5 0.356901 0.356203 0.000002 
14 9 0.632615 0.642617 0.000002 
14 11 0.785172 0.785474 0.000002 
14 13 0.923328 0.928330 0.030002 
15 1 0.066426 0.066427 0.000001 
15 2 0.133C92 0.133093 0.000001 
15 4 0.266425 0.266426 0.000001 
15 7 0.466.24 0.466426 0.000001 
15 8 0.533092 0.533093 0.000001 
15 11 0.733091 0.733393 0.000001 
15 13 0.866424 0.866426 0.300001 
15 14 0.933090 0.933392 0.000001 
The total length of omega interval occupied 
for m up to 15 is 
0.003650 
11!) 
ChaD I. cr 5 : The Two - I) i mcii s 1 0 rut I Problem. 
5.0  list rodsic t i on 
In this final  C Pa p1 e r we are interested in a 
two - dimensional version of 	the 	standard map. 	The motivation 
behind 	this 	is the work of 	Bohr, 	flak 	and 	Jensen 	[ Huh 	 ] 	 and 
Yaniaguchi I 	[Va] We shall he 	interested, 	albeit 	a 	limited 	way, 	ill 
the occurrence of phase - 	 locking 	for 	this 	nuqK 	We 	shi I I 	use 	some 
of 	the 	results regarding the 	standard 	map of Chapter 	i 	in 	our 
study.  
We 	begin with a smmmry of 	some 	of 	the 	existing work. 	This 	is 
to be 	found 	in detail in the 	above 	references. 
Ihie mapping that we consider is the following (note that K 
has become -K - this is not signifi cant  as we could have had -K 
in chapter 4 
x 	= Ix - - sin 2ip 
115+ 1 	in 	2 n 	 iii 
=++x 	. 	 (5.0) 
111+ 1 	In 	 su+ 1 
Note that, <p in (5.0) plays the role of x in (4.0). J is the 
	
Jacobian (0 < J < 1) 	K and ci are as before. 
A study of the case where Q = 0 is to be found in 
Cuckenhieimer and Holmes [CH] pp. 102 -116. This is referred to as 
the "bouncing ha I I problem". ciii".
I ll Yamaguchi [ Va] we see that all invariant  c1osed curve 
surrounding the origin exists for K < K. It is this value K 
that he estimates. We shall refer to this as the critical ralu f.  
120 
This is clearly dependent on J , and also on the rotation iiiimhei-
p = lim -(p—p0). It is known that this concept. characterises 
DI 111
periodic motion (p € Q) and quasiperiodic motion (p 9 	). lie uses 
estimtes using the Ainol d tongues to investigate this latter 
dependence. 
We shal 1 suppose that we are in the subc ri t ical case, and 
that J < I. (The situation at J = 1 is the area - preserving case 
and should be treated separately as the situation is different.) 
We restrict the two - dimensional system to this closed curve, 
thereby giving rise to a ci rc Ic map. The rotation number of the 
two - dimensional system is the same as that of this Circl e map. 
Summa r ising. very briefly, at .J = 0, 1= I (we have the 
one - dimensional standard map of Chapter 4. ) . On allowing .1 	1, 
for the golden mean rotation number, K 	is estimated at. 0.9716. 
We shall consider, however, the two - dimensional system 
itself. We shall restrict ourselves to a very limited range of 
parameters. We shall consider only moderate values of J (up to 
about 0.5 ) , small ii (up to about 5) , and consequently only values 
of K up to about 0.5. 
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5.1 Numerical Itesults. 
To obtain our results, we use some of the numerical 
teclin I (I ties of chapter 4. i it part i cu 1 a  , We employ rout. I ties I - : 
and 5 - 8 of section 1.1. We also have three routines 
(a) LAGRANGE - which performs quadratic extrapolation, ;tiid 
b) NEWTON - which performs Newton - Raphison in three 
dimensions.  
(c) 	STANDARD - which 	evaluates 	x, 	cc and 	Q 	for 	the 	case 	.J = 0 
the 	one 	dimensional 	standard 	rita p. 
The 	input 	for our 	program 	is 	once 	again 	n, 	p. 	and 	K. 	and also 
J, 	the 	Jacobian. 
The 	idea of 	the 	program 	( PROGRAM 2 ) 	is 	to 	take 	the 	valties of 
the endpoints of 	the 	phase - 	locked 	i nterval 	- given 	n and 	P - 
for 	J 	= 	0, 	together with 	the 	corresponding 	x and 	. 	and 	use 	tlies. 
via quadratic 	extrapolation 	steps 	to 	find 	the 	relevant 	values for 
our given 	J 
In 	chapter 	4, 	we 	were 	interested 	in 	solving 	the 	system 
f ç (X)  
- (f. 	(x) 	= 	0. h oci ,cl,r 
by 	two 	- 	dimensional 	Ncwtoti 	- 	Ral>hlsonI. 	In 	tlii 	chapter 	we 	an' 
interested 	in solving, 	via a 	three 	- dimensional 	scheme, 	the 
following 	set of 	equations. 
F(x. 	p) 	= 	(x, 	p 	+ 	[)) 
f(x. 	. 	ci) 	= 	1 	+ 
where 	(x 	 = 	Fci(xk, 	as 	in 	(5.0), 	and k+1 1 	h-+I 	 k' 
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p, Q) = 'Fr (l)F), where !)F 	is the Jac of) ian matrix of 
F for fixed Q. 
The reason i ng beli i nd the f i rs t two i s c I ear. As rega rds the 
thi rd, we are interested iii fiiiding (x, , Q) such that I)F 11 has 
one eigenvalue one - and so the oJier is J". 
So, given J, we evaluate, in an obvious notation, 
(x 	, 	 ) and (x 	 Q 	) via NEWTON using the 
mill , mi n 	mi a 	wax 	max 	max 
values obtained for 0 and for J.10 5 and J.l0 4 . Civen these 
values, we extrapolate, via LAGRANGE, to obtain starting values 
for 3. 10. We then it ;e NEWTON to update these values. This 
process is done three times in all, using the most recent value  
of the Jacobian paramter, 10 times it, and one - tenth of it 
Doing this means we end up with values for 10. 
We discretise tile Jacobian interval 	1] as follows. For 
1 < r 	9, we use 	r - 1 )J and 	and extrapolate to 
10 	 10 
+ 1)J. 
10 
As a result we end tip with vallies of ( x 	
fil 
, 	 ) and 
flit II fill [I l fl 
(x 
max , wax 
cp 	, 	max) for our value of .1. 
We 	close 	this chapter, , 	and indeed 	this 	part with a 	few brief 
cowmen ts about 	these restl 1 ts 
Naturally, 	we are 	interested in comparisons with 	values 	for 
the 	standard map. (The 	results show the 	results for both 
situations - note that, 	as 	for the standard map, the 	result, 
given 	n, 	are 	time same 	for n - p as for 	p.) 	From our 	results, 	we 
can 	see 	that 	for small 	values of 	J, the effect of introducing an 
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extra dimension  only causes a smal 1 increase in the length of the 
intervals. (TABLE 6) 
However, when J becomes significant,  these increases  become 
more noticeable. In particular, the case p = 1, shows the most 
significant increase. This particular p dominates as 
before. (TABLE 7) 
We note in conclusion that this study is very limited  in 
scope and a large amount of study, given time, is possible. 
Firstly, we would like to have a wider range of results for 
higher values of ii. The program could perhaps he refined to give 
more efficient convergence, eradicating inefficiencies in the 
Newton procedure. 
Secondly, we would like to investigate  what happens at higher 
values of J . and in particular near K = K 
c 
 (J 
Thirdly, and more speculatively perhaps, what about a 
two 	dimensional ana I oguic of ( '1 . 1 ) ? 
ROUTINES 
PROCEDURE STANDARD(M,P: INTEGER; 
K:REAL;VAR LEFT,XLEFT,PI-IILEFT,RIGHT, 
XRIGHT,PHIRIGI-IT:REAL); 
TYPE GLNARRAY=ARRAY[1. .21 OF REAL; 
GLNBYN=ARRAY[l..2,1..21 OF REAL; 
VAR ALEPH,KAPPA,DET,A1 ,A2,MIN,MAX, 
P1, PHI,CHI,OMEGA, NEAR , U: PEAL; 
I, J: INTEGER; 
BETA,X:GLNARRAI; 
ALPHA: GLNBYN; 
Y,ITERARRAY:ARRAY[ - 1..41 OF REAL; 
FUNCTION FUNCX(Z,Y:REAL) :REAL; 
FUNCTION NFUNCX(Z,Y:REAL;4:LNTEGEP):PEAL; 
(*This function works out a starting value for Ct4EGA*) 
FUNCTION STARTPT(M,P:INTEGEP):REAL; 
(*This is the Brent algorithm for working 
out minima of functions*) 
FUNCTION BRENT(AX,BX,CX,TOL:REAL;VAR XMIN:.EAL) :REAL; 
(*This procedure updates -,he Newton matrxk) 
PROCEDURE USRFUN(X:GLNARRAV;VAR ALPHA: 
GLNBYN;VAR BETA:GLNARP.AY); 
(*This procedure applies he Newton-Raphson 
method to ttie above Newton ma r r i x *) 




RP PA: =3; 




MIN: =1 33; 
U: 0; 
NEAR: =1; 
FOR J:=l TO M-1 DO 
BEGIN 
U:=tJ+OMEGA_K*SIN(2*PI*U)(2*P1); 
WHILE U>l DO 
U: =U-l; 
IF U<NEAR THEN 
NEAR: U; 
END; 
FOR I:-i TO 3 DO 
Y[ I]: 1*NEAR/3; 
KAPPA: =0; 
FOR I:-1 TO 4 DO 
BEGIN 
ITERARRAY[ II: =NFUNCX(Y[:] ,OMECA,1); 
END; 
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FOR I:0 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
IF ((ITEPARRAY[I1<ITERARRAY[I1) 
AND (ITERARRAY[I]<=ITERARRA'(I-11)) THEN 
BEGIN 
IF MIN>BRENT(Y[I-1),Y[I],Y[I+1],IE-12,?HI) THEN 
MIN: BRENT( '11 I-lI , V[I] , 11 [1+1 ] , IE-12 ,PHI) 
END; 
END; 
X[ 11: PHI 
IF MIN=1000 THEN 
BEGIN 
IF ITERARRAY[-1]<=ITERARPAY[4) THEN 
BEGIN 
MIN:ITERARRAY[-1 1; 
Xlii: ?[ - 1]; 
END 
ELSE BEGIN 
MN: = ITEPARRAY [ 4 1; 





FOR I:L TO 'l-I D0 
Xli] :=FUNCX(X' 	I ,x( 2.); 
RIGHT :X[ 21; 
XRIGi-iT: =_<*g:N( 2*?I X[ I ) C 2 PI 
PHIRIGHT: =ALEPf-i; 
X 2] : =OrIEGA; 
KAPPA: = 1; 
MAX: =-1000; 
FOR I:J TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
IF ((ITEPARRAY[:1>=ITEPARRAY[I+1]) 
AND (ITEPARPAY[I]>=ITERARRAY[T-iJ)) THEN 
BEGIN 
IF (MAX<=-BRENT(1[I-],Y[I],Y[I+1],1E-12,CHI)) THEN 
MAX: -BRENT(Y( I-i] ,Y[ Ij ,Y[ 1+1], iE-2 ,CHI 
END; 
END; 
X[ 1]: CHI ; 
IF MAX=-1000 THEN 
BEGIN 
IF ITERARRAY[-1 ]>=ITERARRA?[ 4) THEN 
BEGIN 
MAX:-ITERARRAY[3]; 
Xli]: Y[ 4]; 
END 
ELSE BEGIN 
MAX: -ITERAPRAY[ -1); 
Xl 1]: 1-1 1; 
END; 
END; 
MNEWT(50,X,1E-12,IE - 12); 
ALEPH:X[ 11; 
FOR I:1 TO M-]. DO 
XE11:=FUNCX(X[L1 , X[ 2 1); 
X[ 11 :X[ 1 1_(M_1)*P; 
LEFT: X[ 2 1; 




PROCEDURE NEWTON(W, M,P: INTEGER; K, J, X, 
OMEGA,PFII :REAL;VAR Xl ,OMEGAI ,PHI1 :REAL); 
VAR JM, DET,TR,PI, DX, DPHI ,DOM : REAL; 




A,B:ARRAY[0..100] OF REAL; 
G,H,I:ARRAYII1. .4] OF REAL; 
INV:ARPA?jL..3,1..31 OF REAL; 
BEGIN 
P1: 4*ARCTAN( 1); 
FOR II:W TO 10 DO 
BEGIN 
J. J * I I / 10; 




H[3 ] :1; 
1(41:=I; 
(*This gives a criterion for when 
the Newton iteration has 
converged*) 
IF (((ABS(DOM)+ABS(DX)-ABS(DPHI))>lE - 12) 
AND ((ABS(G[4])+ABS(M[4])+ABS(I[41))>1E12)) THEN 
BEGIN 
JM: J; 
FOR L:1 TO NI-1 DO 
JM: =JM* 
Fl [0 ]: 
F2 [ 0 J : PH I 
F3[0 ] :1; 
F4 [0 1: =0 
F5[0 ] :=0; 
F6 [0 1: =0; 
F7[0 I :=l; 
F8[01:=0; 
F9 [ 0 ] : =0; 
FlUE 0 1: 0; 





F16 [01: 0 
- 17[0]:= ,3; 
F18 [0): zO 
wil 
A[O I :SIN(2*?I*PHI 
B[O ] :COS( 2*P1*PHI 
FOR L:1 TO M DO 
BEGIN 
F1[L] :zJ*FL[L_1 ]_K*A[L_t ]/( 2PI 
F2[ Li: F2 I L-t  I +QMEGA+FL[ Li 
A(L) :SIN(2*PI*F2[ LI); 
B[L] : COS(2*Pt*F2[L] ); 
Fh[L]:J*F3EL_11_K*B[L_1]*F6tL_11 
F4[L] :J*F4[L_L]_R*B(L_i ]*F7[L_1 I; 
F5[L] : J*F5[L_1)_R*B[L_1]*F8[L_11 
F6[L]:=J*F3[L_1]+(L_K*B[L_t])*F61L11 
F7[L]:=J*F41L_1]+(1_K*B[L_I)*F7[L1] 
F8[L1 :J*F5[L_ 1 ]+( 1B[ L-] )*F8[L_1 ] 
F9[Li:J*F9EL_11+2*PI*K*A[L_11* 
SQR( F6( L-1 I )_K*B[ L- 1*FLQ[ L-1 ] 
FOI LI: J*F9  [ L-1  I +2*PI *K*AI L-1 I * 
SQR(F6IL_1I)+(1_K*B[L_1)) * FIU[L_ 1 ] 
Fil [LI: =J*F1 I [ L-1  ] 2*PI*K*AE L-1 ] * 
F6IL_l]*F7EL_t]_K*BIL_1]*F12[L_L[; 
F12 [L]: J*FI L { L-I ] +2*PI *K*A[ L-1 * 
F6[L_11*F7[L_I+(1_(*B(L_)*F12[L_LI 
F13[L]:J*FL3[L_II2*PI*K*A(L_1I* 
SQP. ( F7 L- 	) _*3[ L-1 I *'] 4] L- 1 ; 
F14 [ L : =)*F1 3t L-L ] +2*?I *R*A[ L1 ) * 
SQR(F7  
F15[LI:=J*F15[L_LIt2*PI*E*AL_1i* 
F6IL_Ij*F'SIL_I ]_<*31L_1)*F6[L_i 1; 
F16[Li:J*F15[L_L]2*PI*K*AIL_1I* 
F6[L_1i*F8IL_1I+(1_K*B(L_11) * F 1 6[L_; 
F17[L]:=J*F17( L-1 ]+2*p*K*A[L_1 1* 
F8[L_1:*F7[L_l]H<*B{L_ 1 ) * FI 8 IL_l]; 
F8[L_I]*F7[L_1I+(t_<*B[Ll] )*F 1 8[L_L];END; 
TR:=F3[M]' - F7(M) 
G[1 I :=F3 [MI - I; 
G[2 ] :=F3[M] 
GE 31: F5  [ M] 
GE 4]: X-F.. EM 
H[ 1]: F6( M] 
H[2 ] :=F7[M] - L; 
N131 :=F8{M1; 
H[4]:=P+PII -F 2 [M]; 
I [1] : F9 [MI +F12 [M ] 
I[21:F11[MI+F 14 [M]; 
I [3]: =FI5 [M j+F18[M1 
I[4]: =1JM-TR; 
DET: G[ 1] * (H[ 21*1(3 ]-H[ 31*112]) 
_G[2I*(H[1]*I[3].H[3]*I[1I) 
G[3 ]*(p[ 1] *1(2 ]H[2  )*I[ 1] 
INV[ 1,1]: (H[ 2 1*1 [ 3 ]-H[ 31*1 [2 ] )/DET; 
INV[ 1,2 ] : (G[3 1*1(2 IG[2 1 *1( 3] )/DET; 
INV[ 1 ,3 :(G[2 j * K(3]_G[3] * H( 2 ]) , DET; 
INV[2,1]:(H[3]*1[1]_H[L] * I(31)/DET 
INV[2,21:(G[1]*I[31_G[31*I[1I)/DET 
INV(2,31:(G[3]*H[1I_G[1] * H[31)/DET 
INV[ 3, 1] : 1] *1[2 ]i-I[2 1 *1(1] )/DET; 
INV[3,2]:(G[2]*I[1]_G[1J * I[2])/DET 
INV[3,3]:(G[1J*H[2]_G{21*M(1H/DET 
L27 
DX: = INV[ 1, 1. 1 *(' [41 - INV{ 1,2 1 * H[ 4 ]+ '.NV[ 1 3 ] * I [ 4 
DPHI:INV[ 2 , 1 ] * G[4]+INV12,21*N14] , INVt2,31*I(41; 
DOM:INV[ 3 , 1 1 * G[ 4 1+INV[ 3 , 2 ] * H[4]+INV[3,3]*114N 
X: X+DX; 
PHI: ZPHI+DPUI; 
OMEGA: OMEGA+ DOM; 
END; 
END; 
OMEGA 1: OMEGA; 
Xl : X; 





Al: = (A-B) * (A-C) / ( BC) 
A2:A*(A_B)/(C*(C_B)) ; 
A3:A*(A_C)/(B*(B_C)) ; 




PROGRAM BALL1( INPUT,OUTPUT); 
LABEL 4,5; 
(*This function calculates the quadratic 
extrapolated point given 
two data sets*) 
FUNCTION LAGPANGE(A,B,C,D,E,F:REAL) :REAL; 
(*This procedure uses Newton-Raphson 
iteration to calculate the 
endpoints of the phase-locking intervals 
for J>t) given intermediate values*) 
PROCEDURE NEWTON(W,M, P: INTEGER; < ,J,X, 
OMEGA,PFiI :REAL;VAR X1,OMEGAI ,PI-II 1 :REAL); 
(*This function calculates the highest 
common factor of two 
positive integers*) 
FUNCTION EUCLID(A,B:INTEGER):INTECER; 
(*This procedure w(,rks the value ,; for 
J=O of X,PHI, 
and OMEGA f ,- r se 	the main 
program for J>)*) 





Ji, JJ , Xl, OMEGAL , Pr-!: 1, X2 , OMEGA2 
PHI 2 , XAL, XAR, XBL, XBR ,OMEGAAL, 
OMEGAAR , OM EGA BE , CM EGA BR 
PHIAL,PHIAR,?HIBE,PHIBR:REAL; 
KR, V, W, P, M: INTEGER; 
J,X,?Hi,OMEGA:APRAY1O..100,1..3 OF REAL; 
BEGIN 
W:=!; 
P1: 4*.RCTAN( 1); 
READ(JJ); 
IF ((JJ<=O) OR (JJ>1)) THEN 
GOTO 4; 
FOR KK:L TO 5 DO 
BEGIN 
IF ((KK<>2) AND (KK<>3)) THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR M:2 TO 5 DO 
BEGIN 
'1RITELN(M, KK/lO :6:2); 
FOR P:l TO TRUNC(M/2) DO 
BEGIN 
IF EUCLID(M,P)=l THEN 
BEGIN 
K: KK/lO; 
STANDARD(M, P, K, LEFT, XLEFT, 
PHILEFT,RIGHT,XRIGHT,PHIRIG}-{T); 
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31 10,1] : 	10*10* 10*10*0) 
J[ 10,2 :=L0*J[ 10,1]; 
(*Evaluation of X,PHI and OMEGA 
for two initial values of J>0*) 
NEWTON(W,M,P,K,J[10,1],XLEFT,LEI'T , 
PHILEFT,XAL,OMEGAAL,PHIAL) 







W: z t0; 
J[L0,3]:10*5]10,2]; 
(*Quadratic extrapolation*) 
FOR V:1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
OMEGA[ 0,3]: LAGPANGE(J[ 10,3], 	I) .1] 
3] 10,21 ,LEFT,OMEGABL,OMEG.AAL) 
X[0,3]:=LAGRANGE(J 10 , 3 ],J[V',i 
3110,21 ,XLEET,XBL,XAL) 
PHI 0,3] : =LACPANGE( 3 1), 3 , T 
J0,2J,PHIEFT,?HEBL,?HIA); 
NEWTON (.4,M, P, ,J[ 10, 3 , .< I .3 ,CME6A[ 0', 3  
PHI 10,3], Xi ,OME(- A1 ,PHIL ) 
OMEGA[ , 3 : 	AGP.NGE( J[ 1'), 3  
J[i0,2[,r1r,OBR,OME3AA?; 
x [ 0, 3 ] : 	AGRANGE ( 3 10' , 3 1 , .0 I 10 , I 
i[ 10,21 ,XRI('i-1F,XBR,XAR) 
PHI [0,3]: LAC-RANGE 	0, 3 ,jr 
PH: PI3HT, PH 13R , PH AR 
NEWTON(,M,P,<,[ 10, 3 ] X 	31,CI''A10,31, 
PHI]'), 3 , 	, OIE:A2 , 2H12 
IF 13 THEN 
GOTO 5; 
J[ 10,11: J [10,1] * 
3 [10 , 2 ] : = 3 [ 0 , 2 1 * 1. 0 














JI : J [10, 2 1; 
(*Further quadratic extrapolation*) 
FOR V:=1. TO 9 DO 
BEGIN 
3)10,1 1: 3[ 10,2 
3(10,2) :J[ 10,31; 











PHIBL: PUI 1; 
PHIBR : =PHI2; 
OMEGA[ 0,3): =LAGRANGE(J[ 10,3) , J[ 10,11, 
3)10,2 ),LEFT,OMEGABL,OMEGAAL); 
Xl 0,31: LAGPANGE( J[ 10,3] ,31 10,1], 
JE 10,2 ,XLEFT,XBL,XAL) 
PHI [0, 3]: LAGRANGE( 3110, 3) ,J [1:, 11 
J(10,21,PHILEFT,PHIBL,PHIAL); 
NEW-ON (W,M, P, K,J[ 11] .31 ,X1 0,31 ,OMECA[ 0, 3 
PHI [0, 3] ,Xl ,OMEGAI ,PHI 1 
OMEGA[ 0,3]: =LAGRANGE( 31 10,3) .3110, 1] 
3110,2 LRI(,- 1-iT,OMEGABR,OMEGAAR); 
Xl 0,3 ] : =LAGPANCE( J[ 10,3 ] .3[ 13,1] , 3110,2 1. 
XRIGHT,XBR,XAR); 
PHI [0, 3): =LAGRANCE( 3 [10, 31,3 [10, 1] ,J( 10,2 1 
PHIRIGHT,PHI BR, PHI AR) ; 
NEWTON(,M,P,K,J[10,31,X[0,31,OMEGA[0,3], 
PHI [0, 3], X2 ,OMEGA2 , PH2 
END; 
(*We print both values for J = 0 and for 
(*specified case for comparison*) 
WRITELN( LEFT : 2(D: 16, RIGHT : 20: 16 ,R IGHT-LEFT : 20: 16) 
WPITELN(OMEGAI :20:16 ,OMEGA2 :20:16 ,CMEGA2-OMEGA1 :20:16); 















1 	0.499602443581 	0.500397556419 	0.000795112838 
0.499602442524 	0.500397557476 	'1.000795114952 
3 	0.10 
1 	0.333545054336 	0.333580096 162 	0.000035)11826 
0.333544817786 0.333579873615 0.000035056829 
4 	0.10 
1 	0 .25039 6331 07 	0.250398446920 	0.000002115713 
0.250396328431 	0 .2533984 16724 	1J.000002119293 
5 	0.10 
1 	0.200546736157 	0.200546897830 	0.000000161673 
0.200547071617 .2'T547233641 	0.000000162024 
2 	0.40012845306 	0128566677 	0.000000113617 
0.410128245131 . 	:1283587)9 	0.0000)0113668 
2 	0.30 
1 	0. 4644541825 	,1• 5035 ;581742 	9.007109163498 
1.4)644536284) 	0.503554037151 	0.007109274302 
3 	0.3) 
1 	0.334893327 1)7 	C .3 358301 16032 	0.000935683925 
0.334892114112 	3.335829204346 	1.000936190344 
4 	0.30 
1 	0.2 1;345657975) 	0.253623326792 	0.000166747033 
0.2-53456397914 	0. 253623348847 	0.000166)5-")933 
5 	0.30 
1 	0.204843831063 	0 . 20498 13  9 32939 	0 . 0003 371 11370 
0.2', 4846637341 	0.204883829995 	0.000037192651 
2 	0.301088745753 	0.401116328696 	3.000027532933 
0.401086943335 	0.401113538486 	0.000027595150 
2 	0.50 
1 0.490250709176 0.509749290824 	0.019398581647 
0.490250321753 	0.509749678246 	3.019399356492 
3 	0.50 
1 0.336662603742 	0.340899108800 0.004236505058 
0.336656380613 	0.340834708871 0.004238328253 
4 	0.50 
1 0.259010257131 	0.260231579318 0.001221322187 
0.259008963399 0.260231784301 0.001222319402 
5 0.50 
1 0.212971158481 	0.213400325127 0.000429166646 
0.212977699613 	3213407807640 0.000430108023 
2 0.402608147935 0.302960972665 0.000352824730 




































I 	0.496345418251 	0.503554581749 	0.007109163498 
0.436289005G23 	0.503710994973  0.007421989950 
3 	0.30 
1 0.334894327107 	0.335830016032 	0.0009356899 25-  
3.334469610310 	0.335476737046 	3.001007126736 
3 	0.30 
1 0.253456579759 	0.253623326792 	0.000166747033 
0.253289447136 	0.253494375836 	3.000234628773 
5 0.30 
1 0.204843831068  0 .204880932939 	0.000037111870  
0.205240761342 	0.205295113802 	0.000054352459 
2 0.401088745758 0.401116328696 0.000027582938 
0.400792373336 0.400822288679 0.000029815343 
2 	0.50 
1 0.490250709176 0.509749290823 0.019498581647 












1 0.212971158481 0.213400325127 0.000429166646 
0.213804459939 0.214431011357 	0.000626551418 
2 	3.402608137935 0.402960972665 0.000352823730 
0.301842833314 0.402223459857 	0.000380626543 
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